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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 1 

A. Introduction 2 

My name is Lindsay Maruncic and I am the Senior Manager, Renewable Energy Assets.  3 

My qualifications are provided in Chapter 8 (Witness Qualifications).   4 

In this testimony, I provide an overview of the Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC 5 

(“Liberty”) Application for the approval to build, own and operate the Luning Expansion Project 6 

(the “Project”) and authorize rate recovery for the costs that Liberty will incur to develop, own 7 

and operate the Project. 8 

The Project is being developed by Liberty, acting as the Project Developer.  The Project 9 

is a combined 60 megawatt (“MW”) solar project and 240 megawatt hours (“MWh”) of battery 10 

storage project to be located in Mineral County, NV, adjacent to the 50 MW Luning Solar 11 

Energy Facility. 12 

Under the 2021 NV Energy Services Agreement, Liberty can offset renewable energy 13 

purchases from NV Energy to meet Liberty’s load with self-generated renewable capacity.  The 14 

Project is the third solar project Liberty has or plans to own and operate. The first project, the 50 15 

MW Luning Solar Energy Facility, was approved by the Commission in Decision (“D.”) 16-01-16 

021 (“Luning Approval Decision”).  The Luning Solar Energy Facility successfully came online 17 

in February of 2017.  The second solar project, the 10 MW Turquoise Energy Facility, was 18 

approved by the Commission in D.17-12-008 (“Turquoise Approval Decision”).  The Turquoise 19 

project successfully came online November of 2019. 20 

B. Background about Liberty 21 

Liberty provides electricity to approximately 49,000 customers in portions of seven 22 

counties around the Lake Tahoe area.  The service territory is geographically compact and 23 

generally encompasses the western portions of the Lake Tahoe Basin (almost 80% of Liberty’s 24 

customers are located in the Lake Tahoe Basin). Liberty is winter-peaking with peak loads 25 

occurring at night, typically during the holiday season. Further, given Liberty’s location, it has 26 

few industrial customers, but larger seasonal loads associated with ski resorts and hotels.  Liberty 27 

is located within the NV Energy Balancing Authority Area, and is not party of the California 28 

Independent System Operator’s Balancing Authority Area. 29 
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C. Energy Supply 1 

Liberty procures essentially all of its energy,1 including its renewable energy, from Sierra 2 

Pacific Power Company d/b/a NV Energy (“NV Energy”) through a full requirements contract 3 

(“NV Energy Services Agreement”).  The previous NV Energy Services Agreement was 4 

approved by the Commission in D. 15-12-021 and became effective on January 1, 2016.  It was 5 

replaced with a new 2021 NV Energy Services Agreement that was submitted for Commission 6 

approval in Advice Letter 153-E, approved by Commission on November 19, 2020 and went into 7 

effect on December 31, 2020. 8 

The NV Energy Services Agreement obligates NV Energy to serve the full requirement 9 

of Liberty’s electric loads, but also allows Liberty to replace its load with Renewables Portfolio 10 

Standard (“RPS”) eligible energy generated by Liberty owned generating facilities (i.e. the 11 

Luning Solar Energy Facility, the Turquoise Solar Facility and, eventually, the Project).  It also 12 

obligates NV Energy to deliver any energy Liberty obtains from Liberty’s solar projects over the 13 

NV Energy transmission facilities into Liberty’s California service territory at FERC-regulated 14 

cost-based rates.  15 

In addition to obtaining greater flexibility to procure renewable energy, the NV Energy 16 

Services Agreement also reduces the “Demand Charge” portion of Liberty’s payment obligation 17 

to NV Energy to account for Liberty’s procurement of capacity from self-supplied renewable 18 

sources.  As a result any energy produced by the Liberty solar projects will reduce the Demand 19 

Charges that Liberty would otherwise owe to NV Energy and thereby reduce costs for Liberty’s 20 

customers. 21 

Liberty previously intended to terminated the 2016 NV Energy Services Agreement early 22 

(prior to the expiration of the agreement’s original term through December 2020).  Liberty’s 23 

goal, was to replace the existing supply arrangement with NV Energy through two steps – a 24 

short-term competitively sourced bridging arrangement for approximately one year, to be 25 

1 Liberty owns a 12 MW diesel-fired generator at Kings Beach, but air permit regulations restrict its use 
for local area emergencies. See D.10-10-017, mimeo at 47, 53 (Findings of Fact 1). 
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followed by one or more competitive solicitations for utility-owned California RPS-compliant 1 

renewable resources e.g. wind, solar and storage portfolio additions that would expand Liberty’s 2 

existing 60MW of solar resources from the Luning Solar Energy Facility and the Turquoise Solar 3 

Facility, and significantly advance Liberty’s goal for reaching 100% renewables.2  Although 4 

Liberty explored a number of options with potential third-party suppliers, ultimately the lack of 5 

available transmission capacity to import capacity and energy into the NV Energy balancing area 6 

left Liberty with no commercially reasonable option to move forward with its plans to serve its 7 

load by either terminating the 2016 NV Energy Services Agreement early or upon it expiration.  8 

This information lead to the finalization and execution of the 2021 NV Energy Services 9 

Agreement, which allows Liberty to develop additional utility-owned renewable resources and 10 

explore any possible alternative transmission arrangement. 11 

D. Summary of Liberty’s Witnesses’ Testimony 12 

In Chapter 4, Liberty witness Hoekstra explains that the Project offers RPS-eligible 13 

energy and capacity at attractive prices as well as GHG reduction capabilities, which compare 14 

favorably with: (1) the prices for renewable energy NV Energy will sell Liberty through the NV 15 

Energy Services Agreement (2) the price of capacity NV Energy will sell Liberty through the 16 

NV Energy Services Agreement; (3) the project $/MWh price Liberty will pay for Luning and 17 

Turquoise; and (4) the prices of projects bid into the 2020 RFP.  In addition, the procurement of 18 

energy and capacity from the Project will reduce Demand Charge payments under the NV 19 

Energy Services Agreement. 20 

The following benefits of the Project to Liberty and its customers are described in this 21 

and other Liberty witnesses’ testimony: 22 

1. RPS and GHG Compliance Benefits23 

In Chapter 4, Liberty witness Hoekstra explains the manner in which the Project will 24 

enable Liberty to satisfy nearly all of its RPS requirements for 2030. Liberty is committed to 25 

achieving 100% of the electricity supplied to its customers with low-GHG and renewable energy, 26 

as soon as practicable, pending renewable procurement and development opportunities and 27 

CPUC approval.  The Project will not only ensure that RPS targets are satisfied, including the 28 

2 See Liberty‘s 2020 Integrated Resource Plan, filed September 1 2020. 
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higher RPS targets mandated by SB 100, but assist in achieving Liberty’s goal that all its load is 1 

served with renewable and/or low-GHG energy. 2 

2. Cost Competitiveness3 

The Project is cost-competitive in part due to Liberty expanding an existing facility and 4 

using some of the infrastructure from the Luning Solar Energy Facility.  Also, Liberty will be 5 

utilizing the same type of tax equity arrangement the Commission previously authorized for it to 6 

use for the Luning and Turquoise Facilities.  Using the same tax equity structure, which Liberty 7 

witness Melnyk describes in Chapter 5, enables Liberty to significantly decrease its customers’ 8 

responsibility for the capital costs necessary to develop the Project, which results in lower costs 9 

throughout the project’s estimated 35-year life.  The Luning Expansion will also decrease costs 10 

to Liberty’s customer because, as discussed above, under the terms of the NV Energy Services 11 

Agreement Liberty procurement of energy from the Luning Expansion project will reduce the 12 

Demand Charge payable to NV Energy. 13 

3. Price Certainty14 

Today the purchase made under the NV Energy Services Agreement represents almost 15 

100 percent of the costs for the energy with which Liberty serves its customers and Liberty 16 

recovers these costs through its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause mechanism.  NV Energy rates 17 

can vary based on changes in the fuel costs, possible higher cost additions to the NV Energy 18 

generation portfolio, and market conditions.  In contrast, Liberty’s ownership of the Project 19 

would provide our customers with another measure of price certainty because: (a) ownership of 20 

60MW of renewable storage capacity in addition to the Luning and Turquoise Facilities would 21 

provide our customers with greater price certainty for a significant part of our supply; (b) the 22 

Project would offer a permanently-fixed, zero cost fuel resource; (c) the recovery of Liberty’s 23 

capital investment through rate base ratemaking provides a further measure of price certainty and 24 

more fully protects our customers from fluctuations in the market place for energy.  It is 25 

beneficial in any utility supply portfolio to include a cognizable amount of resources with price 26 

certainty and stability, especially for a long-term period where the resources continue to 27 

depreciate and place downward pressure on rates. 28 
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4. Integration with the NV Energy Services Agreement1 

Liberty’s proposal to develop, own, and operate the Project fits nicely with the NV 2 

Energy Services Agreement.  The Luning and Turquoise Facilities help meet Liberty’s day-time 3 

load.  From an operating perspective, NV Energy will essentially treat our generation from the 4 

Project and the Luning and Turquoise Facilities as part of its supply pool to deliver energy into 5 

Liberty’s service territory. 6 

In Chapter 3 of my testimony, I will describe the solicitation and evaluation process 7 

through which Liberty solicited bids.  Liberty intends to file subsequent testimony regarding 8 

final pricing for the Luning Expansion.  I also will describe how Liberty will develop the project 9 

through the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (“EPC”) Agreement Liberty has drafted 10 

and will enter into with a supplier. 11 

Liberty is not proposing in this proceeding to be authorized to recover the costs 12 

associated with the Project.  As Liberty witness Marsh explains in Chapter 6, Liberty requests 13 

that the Commission authorize it in this proceeding to recover the costs of developing, owning, 14 

and operating the Project in other proceedings and/or in accordance with Liberty’s existing 15 

tariffs.  As further explained by Liberty witness Marsh, this ratemaking proposal is the same as 16 

Liberty requested and was approved for its Luning and Turquoise Facilities.  17 
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I. PROJECT OVERVIEW 1 

A. Project Overview 2 

My name is Lindsay Maruncic and I am the Senior Manager, Renewable Energy Assets.  3 

My qualifications are provided in Chapter 8 (Witness Qualifications).   4 

In this testimony, I provide an overview of the Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC 5 

(“Liberty”) Luning Expansion Project (“Project”).  The Project is a 60 megawatt (“MW”) 6 

alternating current solar project as well as a 240 megawatt hours (“MWh”) Lithium Ion battery 7 

storage project to be developed by Liberty (“Project Developer”).  The Project will be 8 

constructed in Mineral County, Nevada on approximately 400 acres on a 566 acre site 9 

administered by the Bureau of Land Management. The Project is the third Liberty owned 10 

renewable project. 11 

Liberty’s initial solar project, the 50 MW Luning Solar Energy Facility, was approved by 12 

the Commission in D.16-01-021.  The second solar project, the 10 MW Turquoise Energy 13 

Facility, was approved by the Commission in D.17-12-008.  The Luning and Turquoise Facilities 14 

were able to meet Liberty’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (“RPS”) compliance obligations to 15 

2020 and were also able to meet a significant portion of Liberty’s daytime load.  Liberty does not 16 

only strive to comply with RPS requirements, but also drive towards zero GHG emissions.  The 17 

Project is the cornerstone for Liberty meeting the State of California’s goal of 50% RPS by 2030 18 

and aggressive GHG reduction targets. 19 

The Project will use the already one-mile 120 kV Line that was constructed for the 20 

Luning Solar Energy Facility, interconnected to NV Energy’s Table Mountain substation.  21 

Liberty will use the single 120 kW breaker within the Table Mountain substation. The facility 22 

will be rated 60MW AC/76 MW DC and will produce roughly 174,000 MWh annually.  The 23 

anticipated net capacity factor of the plant is approximately 32.6%.  Liberty estimates the Project 24 

will have a 35-year life with expected degradation of 0.5 % /year, including the expectation of 25 

replacing the lithium-ion batteries after 20 years. 26 

In this Chapter of testimony, I explain Liberty’s major selection criteria were lowest 27 

price, greatest confidence of the Project’s ability to be completed on a schedule enabling 28 

qualification for the currently available 30 percent Investment Tax Credit, and the overall 29 
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viability of the project.  Also in this testimony, I describe how Liberty conducted the RFP 1 

process.  2 

First, there are significant savings associated with the Luning Expansion Project, 3 

leveraging the existing Luning Solar Energy Facility, which includes using the current 4 

interconnection agreement and transmission reserved for the Luning Solar Energy Facility.  5 

Liberty does not expect any costs or modifications required to interconnect the Project and no 6 

transmission upgrades will be required, thus removing any related uncertainty with respect to 7 

project schedule and costs.  Liberty has executed a Material Modification to the Luning Solar 8 

Energy Facility’s Large Generation Interconnection Agreement (“LGIA”) with NV Energy, 9 

allowing Liberty to use the interconnection 24/7. 10 

Second, the Project has been sized specifically to meet Liberty load, using DC coupled 11 

battery system versus the traditional AC coupled battery system.  The batteries will be charged 12 

directly from the PV array to increase efficiencies and limit losses. 13 

Third, the Project is at an advanced state of project permitting.  The BLM is actively 14 

completing the environmental process necessary to issue a right-of-way (“ROW”) grant.  The 15 

BLM has indicated that Liberty will be able to leverage existing reports that were completed for 16 

the Luning Solar Energy Facility, reducing scope, time and costs of additional surveying.  17 

Liberty expects the BLM to issue a final Record of Decision in the fall of 2021 and approve the 18 

ROW grant in spring of 2022. 19 

Fourth, Liberty has taken the position of Developer of the Project.  Given the progression 20 

of Development efforts in permitting, interconnection and land, Liberty felt that it would be 21 

prudent to its customers to manage construction of the Project, saving millions in overall project 22 

costs. 23 

B. Liberty Will Be the Project Developer 24 

Liberty’s selection criteria were lowest price, greatest confidence of the project’s ability 25 

to be completed and the overall viability of the project.  Given the limited options for Liberty to 26 

develop as outlined in Chapter 4 (Testimony of Hoekstra), the solar plus storage Project is the 27 

lowest cost option for Liberty to meet its 2030 RPS and GHG targets in taking advantage of the 28 

30% ITC. 29 

Upon determining whether Liberty should hire a developer and acquire the project in a 30 

similar manner as was used to construct the Luning and Turquoise facilities, Liberty determined 31 
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that it would be advantageous for Liberty to take the role of Developer in the Project for the 1 

following reasons: 2 

1. Unlike other new construction builds, the Project will be using already developed3 

deliverables and existing infrastructure:4 

a. The Interconnection Agreement will be leveraged from existing facility; no5 

upgrades are required.6 

b. The land application is currently underway with the BLM; and the7 

environmental permitting can be leveraged from the previous construction.8 

c. Liberty will also be able to use existing infrastructure including the O&M9 

Building, the Substation and the Gen-tie line.110 

2. Liberty possesses significant Project Development experience to manage an11 

Engineering, Procurement and Construction Contracts.12 

3. Construction risk will managed through the Engineering Procurement and13 

Construction Contract, with payments at significant milestones for the project14 

limiting risk to Liberty and its Customers.215 

4. By taking the development role, Liberty is saving significant amount on Development16 

fees that historically has been approximately  of total project cost.  Liberty will17 

provide the Development Services at cost.18 

In addition, Algonquin Power and Utilities Co. (“APUC”) and Liberty Utilities are parent 19 

companies of Liberty and have extensive experience in the development, ownership and 20 

operations of generation facilities across the United States.  Their expertise includes a complete 21 

range of fully integrated in-house capabilities, including: Project Development, Permitting, 22 

Finance, Project Construction and Operations and Maintenance.  Recently in 2021, Liberty 23 

Utilities successfully Developed 600MW of wind farms in its Central Region. 24 

1 If necessary, Liberty will use a shared services agreement with the Luning Solar Energy Facility for this 
purpose. 

2 Liberty is also considering hiring a third-party construction manager to oversee the EPC contractor’s 
construction activities. 
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C. Project Site and Permitting 1 

The Project Site (pictured below) is located on a 566 acre portion of land owned by the 2 

BLM.  The site is located approximately 25 miles east of Hawthorne, Nevada, 95 miles southeast 3 

of Carson City, Nevada and just north of Luning, Nevada on State Route 361.  Liberty will have 4 

100 percent site control for the Luning Expansion project, including the interconnection line 5 

corridor connecting the Luning Expansion Project to the NV Energy System.  Liberty anticipates 6 

finalizing site control upon BLM granting it the ROW in Spring of 2022.  7 

All of the Project facilities, will be located within Township 8 North, Range 34 East: 8 

 Section 219 

o South ½ of the North ½10 

o North ½ of the South ½11 

o North ½ of the South ½ of the South ½12 

 Section 2213 

o South ½ of the Northwest ¼14 

o Northwest ¼ of the Southwest ¼15 

o North ½ of the Southwest ¼ of the Southwest ¼16 

o West ½ of the Southwest ¼ of the Northeast ¼17 

18 

19 
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1. Luning Expansion Permitting Status1 

The table below lists all applicable permits and their associated status, statutory reference and 2 

triggers. 3 

Permits, Certifications, and Authorizations 4 

Aut.horization Status Statutory Reference Permit or 
Authorization Trigger 

Federal 

BLM ROW  Submitted ROW 
application in 
December 2019. 
NEPA review 
initiated; to be 
completed in 2021. 

Federal Land Policy 
and Management Act 
of 1976 (Public Law 
[PL] 94-579; 43 
United States Code 
[USC] 1761–1771; 43 
CFR 2800);  
NEPA (PL 91-190, 42 
USC 4321−4347, 
January 1, 1970, as 
amended by PL 94-52, 
July 3, 1975; PL 94-
83, August 9, 1975; 
and PL 97-258, 4[b], 
September 13, 1982) 

Federal land, federal 
permit. 

BLM National 
Historic Preservation 
Act Compliance  

Completed as part of 
the Solar PEIS and the 
pending Project EA. 
Coordination with 
SHPO and BLM 
initiate; 
inventory/surveys 
underway. 

National Historic 
Preservation Act (36 
CFR 800)  

Cultural resources on 
federal land that are 
eligible for listing on 
the National Register of 
Historic Places. 

Endangered Species 
Act 

USFWS noted one 
endangered 
(threatened) species 
potentially impacted, 
the Yuma clapper rail. 
Habitat surveys 
complete; no habitat 
present, no impacts 
anticipated. BLM 
review and 
concurrence on-going. 

Endangered Species 
Act (PL 93-205, as 
amended by PL 100-
478 [16 USC 1531, et 
seq.]) 

Section 7 consultation 
if potential to affect 
species listed as 
Threatened or 
Endangered. 
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Aut.horization Status Statutory Reference Permit or 
Authorization Trigger 

USFWS Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act 

To be developed. 
Update and inclusion 
of project in BBCS for 
Phase 1 to be initiated 
prior to BLM Notice 
to Proceed. 

16 USC 703–711; 50 
CFR Subchapter B 

Potential to take 
migratory birds. An 
incidental take permit is 
not available; however, 
the USFWS 
recommends and BLM 
requires preparation of 
a Bird and Bat 
Conservation Strategy 
to inform the decision-
making process. 

BLM Pesticide Use 
Proposal 

To be developed and 
approved by BLM 
prior to BLM Notice 
to Proceed. 

Required authorization
to use pesticides or 
herbicides at the site for 
control of pests or 
weeds. 

Clean Water Act  Additional 
investigations will be 
conducted to 
determine required 
level of permitting. 
Current review 
indicates drainages are 
closed, intrastate 
basins with no 
wetlands. 

Clean Water Act 
Section 404 

Placement of dredged 
or fill materials in 
waters of the U.S. or 
wetlands requires a 
federal permit. 

State 

Nevada State 
Historic Preservation 
Office (SHPO)  

Additional 
investigations will be 
conducted to 
determine required 
level of permitting 
and/or the need for 
additional site surveys. 
BLM and SHPO 
coordination initiated, 
field surveys and data 
collection underway. 

Section 106 National 
Historic Preservation 
Act (36 CFR 800) 

Consultation required 
under 36 CFR 800. 
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Aut.horization Status Statutory Reference Permit or 
Authorization Trigger 

NDEP Bureau of Air 
Pollution Control 
Surface Disturbance 
Air Permit 

Dust control plan and 
process equipment 
emissions control 
plans will be prepared 
prior to 
commencement of 
construction. 

NRS 445B.210, 
Nevada 
Administrative Code 
(NAC) 445B.22037 

Disturbance or 
covering five acres or 
more of land or its 
topsoil. 

Nevada Department 
of Transportation 
(NDOT) ROW 
Occupancy or 
Encroachment 
Permit  

Permit will be 
obtained prior to 
commencement of 
construction. 

NRS 408.423, 
408.210, Nevada 
Administrative Code 
(NAC) 408  

Construction within a 
Nevada Department of 
Transportation ROW. 

Nevada Department 
of Public Safety 
Uniform Permit (for 
Transportation of 
Hazardous 
Materials) 

Permit will be 
obtained prior to 
commencement of 
construction if 
hazardous materials 
will be transported to 
the site. 

NAC 459.979  Transportation of 
hazardous materials in 
a vehicle on a public 
highway. 

Nevada Combined 
Agency Hazardous 
Materials Reports 

Required to report 
hazardous materials 
stored onsite to the 
Nevada State Fire 
Marshal 

NAC 477.323 and 
NRS 477.045 

Prior to storage of 
hazardous materials 
onsite.  

Nevada Division of 
Environmental 
Protection (NDEP) 
Temporary Permit 
for Working in 
Waterways. 

Permit obtained prior 
to commencement of 
activities within any 
Waters of the State. 

NRS 445A Required before 
operating earthmoving 
equipment in any Water 
of the State. 

NDEP Construction 
Stormwater Permit 

Notice of Intent to be 
submitted and 
Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan 
prepared prior to 
commencement of 
construction. 

40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) Construction activities 
larger than one acre 
require owner/operators 
to obtain a Construction 
Stormwater Permit if 
the project will 
discharge to a Waters 
of the US. 
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Aut.horization Status Statutory Reference Permit or 
Authorization Trigger 

County 

Grading Permit Permit is not required.  N/A Grading activities in 
Mineral County. 

Building Permit Permit will be 
obtained prior to 
commencement of 
construction. 

Mineral County Title 
30.32.030 

Construction of a 
building in Mineral 
County. 

Special Use Permit Permit will be 
obtained prior to 
obtaining Grading and 
Building permits. 

Mineral County 
Chapter 17.36 

Progression to 
construction within 
Mineral County. 

1 

Liberty has been working with consultant BEC Environmental (“BEC”) to complete the 2 

BLM ROW process. BEC is working with the BLM to complete the biological assessment report 3 

to support the ROW application.  The scope of the report was developed in consultation with the 4 

BLM and will include habitat assessment and burrowing owl survey.  Based on initial 5 

assessments and consultations, the Project impacts to the environment are expected to be 6 

minimal and Liberty does not expect and major obstacles to construction. 7 

2. Next Steps to Complete the BLM ROW grant process8 

Liberty and BEC are working with the BLM to complete all necessary documents to issue 9 

the ROW grant to Liberty.  This process started with Liberty submitting a ROW application and 10 

a Plan of Development (“POD”).  The BLM then obtained approval to process the ROW 11 

application to comply the Variance Process.  Upon approval, BEC began working on the 12 

Environmental Assessment (“EA”) for purposes of being able to determine the impact and 13 

ultimately issue a Record of Decision (“ROD”).  Once BLM issues the ROD, Liberty expects 14 

that the BLM will issue a ROW agreement. 15 

Upon issuance of the ROW, Liberty must complete certain requirements to have BLM 16 

issue the Notice to Proceed (“NTP”) which will authorize Liberty to commence construction.  17 

D. Site Preparation Process for Luning Expansion Project 18 

A surveyor will gather benchmark data, measure grades, and determine alignment of the 19 

Luning Expansion Project facilities based on final designs.  Staking will be used to mark Project 20 
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components. The surveyor would also re-establish and set additional control staking during 1 

construction. 2 

Vegetation will be worked into the underlying surface soils within graded solar field 3 

areas, and cleared from roadways, accessways, and where concrete foundations are planned to be 4 

set. Cleared vegetation would be mulched and spread onsite. 5 

Within the solar field, some grading will be required for roads and accessways between 6 

solar blocks, and for electrical equipment pads. The final design standard for roads and 7 

accessways within the solar field will be consistent with the amount and type of use they would 8 

be expected to receive based on usage within the Project. 9 

E. Construction Activities 10 

Solar array construction will start with installation of support structures and/or 11 

foundations.  The type and design of the support structures or foundations to be used will be 12 

determined during final design as determined by the geotechnical survey, selected solar 13 

technology, and EPC contractor design modifications.  14 

Inverters, pad-mounted transformers, and the battery systems will be placed on precast or 15 

poured-in-place concrete foundations or driven steel piles (depth of piles will be determined after 16 

geotechnical surveys and final design are complete).  17 

Upon completion of the foundations and support structures, tracker assemblies and related 18 

equipment will be constructed and installed on the support structures.  Assembly of the trackers 19 

and related equipment would require small cranes, tractors, welding machines, and forklifts. 20 

F. Project Power Plant Facilities and Electrical Components 21 

The Project will use as many as 224,000 First Solar PV modules (or silicon cell 22 

equivalents), ATI Trackers (or single-axis tracker equivalent), SMA inverters (or equivalent) and 23 

Tesla battery systems (or equivalent).  These technologies are highly efficient and pose minimal 24 

technology risk.  Additionally, the EPC contractor selected will work with Liberty to ensure that 25 

all equipment meets specifications set forth in the exhibits of the EPC Agreement. 26 

The Project will generate electricity using multiple arrays of solar panels connected to the 27 

on-site electrical infrastructure and transmitted via a 34.5-kV medium voltage feeder to the 28 

existing Luning substation and thence via the existing gen-tie line to the existing NV Energy 29 

Table Mountain substation, located approximately one mile away. 30 
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Solar modules generate electricity using the photoelectric effect whereby the semi-1 

conductor materials in the solar cells absorb the sun’s energy in the form of photons and release 2 

electrons. These electrons are captured by the conductor in the modules and produce an electrical 3 

current that can be used to charge batteries or provide energy to the electrical power grid.  In 4 

turn, the energy stored in the batteries can be dispatched as needed to supply energy to the grid. 5 

The following sequence generally follows the flow of energy from the sun to the 6 

electrical grid: 7 

1. Solar modules capture photons from the sun and generate free electrons (electrical8 

current);9 

2. The solar modules are connected in series to produce the requisite voltage.10 

3. Combiner boxes and electrical wiring connect and collect the current from11 

multiple strings of modules within the solar field (array);12 

4. Cables connect the combiner boxes to the batteries’ DC-regulation system and/or13 

directly to the inverters. (The input energy from the combiner boxes is in direct14 

current (DC) form);15 

5. The DC energy is either stored in DC batteries until energy conversion is initiated16 

or immediately converted by inverters into alternating current (AC) energy;17 

6. The AC energy is then “stepped up” or increased in voltage (from approximately18 

600 volts to 34.5 kV for the Project) by transformers within the solar field19 

connected to the inverters by additional cabling;20 

7. Underground feeder lines then conduct the AC energy from the solar field21 

transformers to the expanded substation where  the AC energy is then stepped up22 

(to 120 kV for the Project) by the existing substation transformer;23 

8. The stepped-up AC energy is then transferred from the existing substation to the24 

existing NV Energy (NVE) Table Mountain switchyard via a gen-tie25 

interconnection line (already in use by the Luning Solar Energy Facility);26 

9. The AC energy is then transferred to the electrical grid from Table Mountain,27 

supplying electrical power at the local, state, and national level.28 

G. Interconnection Process for the Luning Expansion Project 29 

As explained previously, the Luning Solar Energy Facility executed an LGIA with NV 30 

Energy, dated November 19 2014.  In 2020, Liberty applied for a Material Modification to the 31 
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LGIA that would allow Liberty to use the interconnection 24/7.  As required by the Material 1 

Modification, the Luning Expansion Project and the existing Luning Solar Energy Facility must 2 

be operated in a coordinated fashion to restrict the total output from the combined facilities 3 

(including battery charging and discharging) that can be received into the NV Energy system for 4 

redelivery to Liberty’s California service territory during day light hours to the interconnection 5 

and gen-tie facilities’ maximum transfer capability of 50 MW. 6 

The Material Modification was executed on September 24, 2020.  Liberty will expand the 7 

existing substation concurrently with the construction of the solar array, battery storage system 8 

and underground collection system.  The collection system will connect to the existing gen-tie 9 

line interconnecting to the NV Energy Table Mountain substation. 10 

The actual point of interconnection would occur adjacent to the NV Energy Table 11 

Mountain Substation at the existing dead-end structure and switch structure.  Both the dead-end 12 

structure and terminal are currently owned by NV Energy. NV Energy has its own access road to 13 

the Table Mountain Substation. 14 

H. Site Reclamation Following Construction 15 

After construction of the Luning Expansion Project, any areas that may have been 16 

disturbed and are no longer needed for operations will be reclaimed as described in a 17 

Decommissioning and Site Reclamation Plan (“Reclamation Plan”).  The Reclamation Plan will 18 

describe reseeding, contouring, and any other measures described in the Storm Water Pollution 19 

Prevention Plan and incorporate measures to manage noxious weeds and invasive plants. 20 

I. Construction Schedule for the Luning Expansion Project 21 

Liberty estimates that it will construct the Luning Expansion Project within 22 

approximately 12 months once the Commission’s decision has been provided. The chart below 23 

sets forth the schedule for the permitting and construction activities: 24 

Task Name Start Finish 
Interconnection 

LGIA Material Modification Complete 

Equipment Procurement 

Solar Modules, Batteries June 2022 September 2022 
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Task Name Start Finish 
Engineering 

60% Design July 2022 August 2022 

Final Design September 2022 October 2022 

Other Permits 

ROW Permits October 2022 December 2022 

Hazardous Materials 
Transport Permit 

October 2022 December 2022 

Dust Control Permit November 2022 December 2022 

County Building Permits 
(Electrical, Structural and 
Civil) 

November 2022 December 2022 

Construction 

Mobilization January 2023 January 2023 

Site Preparation & Racking 
Installation 

January 2023 March 2023 

Solar Panel and Battery 
Installation 

March 2023 July 2023 

Collector substation 
construction 

May 2023 July 2023 

Energize Facility June 2023 July 2023 

In-Service Date July 2023 July 2023 

Reclamation August 2023 September 2023 

Commercial Operations Date October 2023 December 2023 

J. Proposed Health and Safety Program 1 

Liberty intends to amend the Luning Solar Facility Health and Safety Plan to incorporate 2 

the Luning Expansion project. Safety continues to be Liberty’s number one priority and will 3 

ensure all process and scenarios pertaining to technology, and operating and environmental 4 

conditions have been considered. This program will apply to Liberty employees as well as any 5 

contractor that enters the site.  6 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 1 

A. Introduction 2 

My name is Lindsay Maruncic and I am the Senior Manager, Renewable Energy Assets.  3 

My qualifications are provided in Chapter 8 (Witness Qualifications).   4 

In this testimony, I provide an overview of the Liberty’s Request for Proposals (“RFP”) 5 

process and describe Liberty’s efforts to i) solicit competitive solar plus storage construction 6 

proposals by conducting a RFP process from qualified Engineering, Procurement and 7 

Construction (“EPC”) contractors; ii) evaluate the project proposals submitted by the RFP 8 

bidders; (iii) investigate bid issues associated with the inability to provide firm prices for the 9 

future purchase and delivery of solar modules and battery storage components; iv) negotiations 10 

with and proposed structure of the EPC Agreement; and (v) estimated project costs. 11 

B. Liberty outreach to identify potential respondents to its RFP for the Luning 12 
Expansion Project 13 

Liberty conducted an evaluation process to identify Engineering, Procurement and 14 

Construction companies.  The objective was to identify EPC contractors with experience in large 15 

scale solar and battery storage development at the lowest cost to Liberty customers.  In 16 

developing the RFP Liberty recognized the requirement for the project to be placed in service 17 

before December 31, 2023 to qualify for the 30 percent federal Investment Tax Credit (“ITC”) 18 

available to solar plus storage projects was a major factor in selecting among the bidders, 19 

however in issuing the RFP 3 years in advance, this was not a major concern. 20 

In consultation with Burns and McDonnell,1 Liberty issued the RFP on August 24, 2020.  21 

The RFP solicited the participation of EPC Contractors constructing solar plus battery storage. 22 

Liberty circulated the announcement to bidders in the industry.  The list was carefully crafted to 23 

include bidders with large scale battery storage construction experience.   24 

1 Burns and McDonnell is a highly-regarded third party engineering firm with significant experience with 
renewable project diligence, design and construction.  The credentials of Burns and McDonnell and 
their point person for the Luning Expansion Project, Ken Ekstrom, are attached to this testimony as 
Appendix A.  Burns and McDonnell and Ken Ekstrom were also involved in Liberty’s selection of the 
Luning Solar Energy Facility and the Turquoise Solar Facility. 
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C. Actions Liberty took after the release of the RFP 1 

Liberty received  letters from interested parties by September 4, 2020.  The explanations 2 

bidders provided for not bidding were mainly due to constrained resources to provide a 3 

comprehensive bid. Liberty provided prospective bidders the opportunity to ask questions via 4 

email and posted its answers to the RFP website. Due to Covid-19, Liberty could not host a site 5 

visit, and on September 14, 2020 Liberty held a virtual tour of the facility.  Originally bids were 6 

due on or before September 30, 2020. 7 

8 

9 

10 

. 11 

D. Size parameters to which Liberty requested the bidder’s response 12 

Liberty established two project sizes for the RFP.  The project sizes were based on the minimum 13 

and maximum project sizes that would be suitable for the Luning project site and 14 

interconnection. 15 

Option A: 60MW DC of new solar and 188MWh battery storage was described as the 16 

minimum size.  17 

Option B: 76MW DC of new solar and 240 MWh of battery storage.  Option B was 18 

described as the maximum project size to correlate with its anticipated need to secure 19 

renewable energy to comply with SB 100 at the lowest cost per tonne of GHG reduction and 20 

$ per % increase in RPS, respectively, as described in Chapter 4 (Testimony of Hoekstra).  21 

Liberty accordingly designed the RFP project sizes to cost-effectively meet the majority of 22 

its current RPS and GHG reduction compliance requirements. 23 

E. Information Liberty provided to the Potential RFP participants 24 

Liberty and Burns and McDonnell provided prospective RFP bidders access to a secure 25 

website which served as a central repository for the information relating to the RFP.  This 26 

information included the following: 27 

 Instructions for responding to the RFP (“RFP Instructions”)28 

 A template for each RFP bid response (the “Bid Response Template”)29 
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 A detailed list of technical specifications, capacity level guarantees, approved suppliers1 

of major project components, energy test protocols, capacity test protocols, functional test2 

protocols, a description of the substation upgrade requirements, operations and3 

maintenance (“O&M”) specifications and a scope of work.4 

Prospective RFP participants were also provided a pro forma Engineering, Procurement5 

and Construction Agreement, which Liberty advised would use as the basis for contractual 6 

negotiations with the selected bidder.  Requiring each RFP bidder to provide information in a 7 

standard format was intended to enable Liberty to more accurately compare the bids and best 8 

ensure fairness and consistency in the bid evaluation process. 9 

F. Information Liberty required RFP bidders to include in the standard Bid Response 10 
Template 11 

Liberty required RFP participants to include 4 categories of information in the Bid 12 

Response Template. 13 

First, RFP bidders were required to provide detailed pricing and scope for Option A: the 14 

50 MWac expansion of the existing Luning Project including a DC coupled 188 MWh battery 15 

storage asset, 60 MW of new photovoltaic solar on a single-axis tracker, designed for dispatch to 16 

the grid at night and on shoulder hours at a maximum rate of 50MWac. 17 

Second, RFP bidders were required to provide detailed pricing and scope for Option B: 18 

the 50 MWac expansion of the existing Luning Solar project including a DC-coupled 240 MWh 19 

battery storage assets, 76MW dc of new photovoltaic solar on a single axis tracker, designed for 20 

dispatch to the grid at night and on shoulder hours at a maximum rage of 50MWac. 21 

Third, Liberty directed RFP participants to list any exceptions with their project to the 22 

technical specifications. 23 

Fourth, RFP bidders were required to list any inability to accept any of the terms in the 24 

pro forma EPC Agreement and were invited to provide a redlined version of the EPC Agreement. 25 

G. Communication with Bidders 26 

After bidders sent their notice of Intention to Bid, Liberty and Burns and McDonnell 27 

provided them access to the secure file site.  The bidders were invited to ask questions via email 28 

and the secure file site had a log of “Questions and Answers” that was regularly updated based 29 

on the answers that Liberty provided to the questions received.  No affiliate of Liberty’s parent 30 
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companies, Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp. (“APUC”) or Liberty Utilities, or any affiliates, 1 

submitted a bid. 2 

H. Describe the quality of bids received for the RFP 3 

Due to the application approval timeline at the Commission, Liberty issued the RFP in 4 

August 2020. Which would have allowed Liberty to file the application in early 2021, and 5 

provide the Commission with 12-18 months approval timeline.  6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

. 17 

In order to remain on schedule to complete the project construction at the end of 2023 to 18 

qualify for the 30% ITC, Liberty is proposing an EPC Contract structure whereby the EPC 19 

Contractor would be held to a Guaranteed Maximum Price at   To ensure that the 20 

customers gain from and major component price benefits, there would be a shared contingency 21 

upon final completion.  If the procurement of major components in 2022 is lower than the price 22 

factored into the total project cost, Liberty will share the benefit with the EPC Contractor with a 23 

share that is beneficial to the Liberty Customers.   24 

I. Describe the process by which Liberty evaluated and compared RFP bids 25 

Liberty evaluated the bids with assistance from its consultants at Burns and McDonnell.  26 

The Liberty team evaluated the Bid Response Templates.  It derived the pricing for each 27 

project from the bidder’s cost information.  Liberty then assessed the bidder’s experience with a 28 

particular focus on the bidder’s ability to complete a large scale storage project and qualify for 29 

the 30% ITC. 30 
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J. What Customer protections are included in the EPC? 1 

The EPC Agreement will include the following key protections for Liberty’s customers: 2 

 Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP): The GMP is the maximum amount that the3 

Contractor guarantees the Contract Price will not exceed. The GMP is not subject to4 

adjustment except in very limited circumstance.  The GMP = Cost of Work +5 

Contractor’s Fee.6 

 Shared Savings: If upon final completion there are savings in Major Equipment Costs7 

(batteries and PV modules), the benefits will be shared (80%-60% to Liberty customers),8 

if in fact the Major Equipment Costs increase, the downside will be shared (50% to9 

Liberty customers)10 

 Schedule Contingency: the schedule includes a contingency (“Schedule Contingency”)11 

that shall cover any and all delays in the progress of the work which are not the12 

appropriate subject of a Change Order.13 

 Performance Security: The EPC Contract will require the EPC Contractor to post14 

performance security during the construction phase.  If the EPC Contractor fails to fulfill15 

its contractual obligations, Liberty will be able to draw on the performance security, thus16 

protecting Liberty’s customers.17 

K. When will Liberty close on the EPC Contract for the Luning Expansion Project? 18 

Liberty expects to finalize the EPC Contract in Q1 2022. 19 

L. What is the total cost of the Luning Expansion Project? 20 

1. Project Cost21 

The total Project Cost for the Luning Expansion Project is approximately 22 

Of the Luning Expansion Project’s total Project Cost, Liberty intends to contribute 23 

approximately ), with the Tax Equity Partner contributing the remaining 24 

balance of approximately  (i.e., ).  The amount of Liberty’s actual contribution 25 

will vary to the extent that the Tax Equity Partner and Liberty agree on a different level of capital 26 

contribution by the Tax Equity Partner.  Thus, the Maximum Reasonable Costs Amount that 27 

Liberty will ask the Commission to approve will change to the extent necessary to reflect the 28 

actual capital contribution by the Tax Equity Partner. 29 
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2. Operating Expenses1 

During the first year of operations of the Luning Expansion Project, Liberty expects to 2 

spend approximately  on Operating Expenses; each year this amount is expected to 3 

escalate by approximately . 4 

Operating Expenses for the Luning Expansion Project: 1) O&M expenses 2) Property 5 

Taxes (calculated based on Luning Actuals) and 3) A&G expenses, which includes insurance 6 

(based on Liberty rates), lease payments (as provided by the BLM), asset management, site 7 

operations, and accounting/taxes. 8 

The table below provides an estimate of the cost breakdown of the total Project Cost of 9 

the Luning Expansion project: 10 

Luning Expansion Project Costs 

EPC Contract Price 

Development and Origination Costs 

Liberty Supplied Transformers 

Construction Financing Costs 

Contingency

Total Project Cost 

11 
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

EAST BLACKLAND SOLAR 
Tom Green County, Texas 

This 144MWAC solar project was built in Travis County, 
Texas. Burns & McDonnell helped the client with Design 
Review and other Owner’s Engineer responsibilities.  

Project Challenges 
► BMcD Project Manager at start of project 

transferred to a new company before project 
completion. 

► Blattner Energy (EPC) Project Manager was 
transferred to a new project before project 
completion.  

► ERCOT support beginning in November 2020. 
Challenges with scheduling around the holidays. 

Team’s Performance 
► Our team’s success was measured by our ability to 

catch potential design deficiencies and ability to 
facilitate competent quality reviews of the 
installation to make sure the project met objectives 
for quality, energy production, and schedule. 

► The team successfully transitioned Project Manager 
roles.  

► Efficient communication between stakeholders 
allowed aggressive ERCOT dates to be met 
without delaying the project permitting into 2020. 

 

  

CLIENT 
► Recurrent Energy 
► Contact: 

Elliot Speed 
3000 E. Cesar Chavez Street, Suite 400 
(415) 910-4216 

KEY DATES 
► Design Start: April 2019 
► Design Complete: August 2020 
► Construction Start: August 2020 
► Construction Complete: July 2021 

COST 
► Owner’s Engineering: $ 
► Estimated Construction: $ 
► Actual Construction: $ 

PROJECT TEAM 
► PM: Steve Peterson/Jon Reyes 
► Team:  

o High Voltage – Srinidhi Iyengar 
o Electrical/SCADA – Grant Reasor 
o Structural – Tyler Hamilton 
o Civil – Tanner Dowell 

SERVICES 
► Bid Evaluation 
► Design and Engineering Study Review 
► Construction Quality and Progress 

Monitoring 
► ERCOT Coordination and Support 
 





















    
 

KENNETH F. EKSTRÖM, PE 
Project Manager/Lead Project Engineer 

Mr. Ekström serves as the lead project engineer and 
project manager for renewable technologies for a 
variety of commercial and utility projects.  His 
involvement includes conceptual design, feasibility 
and due diligence studies, owner’s engineering, start-
up and commissioning, energy production modeling, 
and the preparation of plans, reports, and 
specifications. Projects have included a due diligence 
study of a proposed 290MW PV power plant, review 
of performance testing of 5.5 MW, 48MW, 150MW, 

and 250MW PV power plants, and feasibility studies on numerous 
proposed PV power plants ranging up to 60MW in size, and conceptual 
design of numerous PV power plants up to 150MW. He served as the 
owner’s project engineer for a 150MW PV power plant and has served or 
is serving as project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s 
engineering services for utility-scale projects ranging from 15 MW to 200 
MW. 

 

UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR EXPERIENCE 
 
200 MWA C Holstein Solar 1 Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  8 Minute Energy 
Nolan,  TX |  2018-2020  
Project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services including design reviews, RFI responses, 
construction oversight support, and witnessing of commissioning activities. This support covers both the PV plant as well as 
the substation and transmission line. 
 
74.9 MWA C NC-102 (McBride) Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  Canadian Solar  
Concord,  NC |  2018-2019  
Project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services including design reviews, RFI responses, 
construction oversight support, and witnessing of commissioning activities. This support covers both the PV plant as well as 
the substation and transmission line. 
 
110 MWA C Pima Solar Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  IEnova 
Sonora,  Mexico |  2017-2018  
Project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s detailed design services for both the PV and substation portions. This included 
civil, structural (other than the trackers), electrical, and protection and control.  
 

EDUCATION 
► BS, Engineering and Applied 

Science  (California Institute of 
Technology, 1978) 

REGISTRATIONS  
► Professional Engineer, Mechanical 

(Arizona) 
► Professional Engineer, Electrical 

(Arizona) 
► Professional Engineer, Electrical 

(California) 

10 YEARS WITH BURNS & MCDONNELL 

39 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
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200 MWA C Great Valley Solar 1,  2,  3,  4 Photovoltaic  Power Plants |  Sempra Renewables 
Fresno County, CA |  2016-2018  
Project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services including design reviews, RFI responses, 
construction oversight support, and witnessing of commissioning activities. This support covers both the PV plant as well as 
the substations and transmission line. 
 
10 MWA C Turquoise Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  Liberty Uti l ities 
Washoe County, NV |  2016-2020 
Prime lead for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services related to the development of a request for proposal 
(RFP) and the evaluation of the bid responses for a 10 MW photovoltaic project. Burns & McDonnell worked together with 
the client’s technical to prepare the contractor scope of work, technical exhibits, and instructions to bidders. Burns & 
McDonnell is currently providing owner’s engineering services including design reviews, RFI responses and witnessing of 
commissioning activities. This support covers both the PV plant as well as the substation and transmission line. 
 
157 MWA C Roserock Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  Recurrent Energy 
Fort  Stockton, TX |  2015-2017  
Project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services including design reviews, RFI responses, 
construction oversight support, and witnessing of commissioning activities. This support covers both the PV plant as well as 
the substation and transmission line. 
 
50 MWA C Luning Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  Liberty Uti l ities  
Luning,  NV |  2015-2017  
Prime lead for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services related to the development of a request for proposal 
(RFP) and the evaluation of the bid responses for a 20-50 MW photovoltaic project. Burns & McDonnell worked together 
with the client’s technical to prepare the contractor scope of work, technical exhibits, and instructions to bidders. Burns & 
McDonnell provided owner’s engineering services including design reviews, RFI responses and witnessing of commissioning 
activities. This support covers both the PV plant as well as the substation and transmission line. 
 
150 MWA C Copper Mountain Solar 2 Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  Sempra Generation 
Boulder Ci ty ,  NV |  2011-2012 ,  2014-2015  
Owner’s project engineer for Burns & McDonnell’s client (Phase I). Copper Mountain Solar 2 is a 150MWAC photovoltaic 
power plant being constructed in two-phases and is a sister plant to the existing Copper Mountain Solar 1. Ekström 
previously assisted the client in an owner’s engineering role during the contract negotiations with the EPC contractor. Burns 
& McDonnell was also responsible for the design of the associated project substation and transmission lines, including 
interconnection into an existing utility substation. Ekström supported Phase II of this project as the lead engineer for Burns & 
McDonnell’s owner’s engineering efforts. 

O’Fallon Renewable Energy Center  |  MC Industrial  
O’Fallon, MO |  2013-2014 
Project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s design services related to the design and construction of this 4.5 MWAC PV 
power plant in the final stages of construction for Missouri utility Ameren. Besides supervising the overall design, Ekström 
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has led the effort in working with the inverter/transformer manufacturer and Ameren in configuring the transformer’s VFI to 
provide additional system protection features as well as arc flash mitigation. He also supported the client at the inverter’s 
factory acceptance test. 

Nell is Solar PV Project |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Nevada |  2013-2016  
Prime lead for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services related to the development of a request for proposal 
(RFP) and the evaluation of the bid responses for a 15 MW photovoltaic project located on the grounds of Nellis Air Force 
Base near Las Vegas, NV. Burns & McDonnell worked together with the client’s technical and development staff to update 
the contractor scope of work, technical exhibits, instructions to bidders and energy production estimates. Under Ekström’s 
leadership, Burns & McDonnell provided owner’s engineering services and construction oversight during the design and 
construction phases of the project. 

32 MWA C Gila Bend Solar Photovoltaic  Project |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Gi la Bend, AZ |  2014  
Project engineer responsible for assisting with review of the electrical design, electrical-related RFIs, field inspections, and 
review of the arc flash analysis. Burns & McDonnell was engaged by the Client to serve as owner’s engineer during 
construction and commissioning.  

250 MWA C Copper  Mountain Solar 3 Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  Sempra Generation 
Boulder Ci ty ,  NV |  2013-2015  
Project engineer responsible for assisting with bid reviews, drawing reviews, factory acceptance tests, field engineering and 
performance testing reviews. Burns & McDonnell was retained for owner’s engineering services for Copper Mountain Solar 
3, a 250MWAC photovoltaic power plant being constructed south of Boulder City, NV. 

66 MWA C Alpine Solar Photovoltaic  Project,  NRG 
near Lancaster ,  CA |  2012-2013  
Project engineer responsible for assisting the client in assessing the project for code and standard compliance issues with 
regards to international versus US standards. This was based on both a desktop assessment and field evaluations. In addition, 
he represented the Owner during final performance testing involving test of both real and reactive power. 

48 MWA C Solar Photovoltaic  Project,  Copper Mountain Solar I  |  Sempra Generation 
Boulder Ci ty ,  NV |  2010-2011  
Field project management services for an owner’s engineering assignment related to the development and construction of a 
48 MW Solar PV power plant.  Burns & McDonnell provided preliminary engineering, contract negotiations, design review, 
commissioning monitoring, performance testing support, and permitting support for this project. Burns & McDonnell was 
also responsible for detailed design of the associated project substation and transmission lines, including interconnection into 
an existing utility substation. Mr. Ekström has also coordinated Burns & McDonnell’s technical support of the Owner during 
troubleshooting of several isolated transformer failures and the investigation of inverter/transformer interaction issues. 
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150 MWA C Mesquite Solar  1 Project |  Sempra Generation (later  Sempra Renewables)  
Maricopa County , AZ  |  2010 - 2013 
Project engineer responsible for assisting in this effort including responses to electrical RFIs, field inspections, and 
witnessing and analysis of performance testing. Burns & McDonnell was engaged by the Client to serve as owner’s engineer 
from development through commissioning.  

580 MWA C Antelope Valley Solar Project  (now Solar Star) |  MidAmerican Energy 
Rosamond, CA |  2012 - 2016  
Project engineer responsible for assisting with review of the electrical design, field inspections, and the analysis of reactive 
power requirement and capacitor bank sizing. Burns & McDonnell was engaged by the Client to serve as owner’s engineer 
during construction and commissioning. 

25 MWA C Del  Sur and MWA C Helios Solar Photovoltaic  Projects  |  Grupo Terra 
Choluteca,  Honduras |  2014 -2017 
Technical lead for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services related to the preparation of final EPC technical 
exhibits for these two 25 MWAC MW photovoltaic projects. This has also included analyses of annual production estimate, 
independent annual production estimates, and review of 50% and 90% design drawings.  

Community Solar PV Projects  |  Oklahoma Gas & Electric  
Oklahoma City area |  2014-2015  
Project manager and technical lead for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services related to the development of a 
request for proposal (RFP) for three projects totaling approximately 3.5 MWAC in the Oklahoma City area. Burns & 
McDonnell worked together with OGE technical and contract staff to update the contractor scope of work, technical exhibits, 
instructions to bidders and energy production estimates, and in bid evaluations and contract negotiations. 

26 MWA C Borrego Solar 1 |  NRG Solar,  LLC  
Borrego Springs, CA |  2010-2012  
Lead technical support for NRG in the development and design of a 26 MWAC PV, tracker-based power plant in Borrego 
Springs. This effort  included the technical and cost assessment of competing PV technologies (module type and fixed vs. 
tracking), technical evaluation of four utility-scale inverter options, overall equipment layout and BOP design, equipment 
listing and permitting support, field inspections for listing and code compliance, and performance testing review. 

5.5 MWA C Solar Photovoltaic  Project |  Colorado Springs Uti l ities 
Colorado Spr ings , CO |  201 1  
Office and field services for an owner’s engineering assignment related to the development and construction and 
performance testing of a 5.5 MWAC (6MWp) Solar PV power plant. 

290 MWA C Agua Caliente Photovoltaic  Power Plant |  NRG 
Dateland, AZ  |  2010 , 2014  
Lead investigator and primary author of a due-diligence study for the client prior to their purchase of the project. The due-
diligence study included review and fatal flaw analyses of energy output projections, technology assessment, overall design, 
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civil site design, electrical code compliance, interconnection studies, power purchasing agreements, equipment specifications, 
and key contract exhibits. The purpose of the due diligence evaluation was to determine if any fatal flaws existed that could 
potentially delay or preclude the successful development of the project. Ekström was separately engaged in 2014 to perform 
the certification of the plant for final commercial operations.    

Moapa Solar  PV Project  |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Nevada |  2014  
Prime lead for Burns & McDonnell’s owner’s engineering services related to the preparation of final EPC technical exhibits 
for a 200 MW photovoltaic project located northeast of Las Vegas, NV. Burns & McDonnell worked together with the 
client’s technical and development staff to prepare the contractor scope of work and technical exhibits and to evaluate the 
contractor’s proposed O&M agreement and performance warranty. 

Solar Project Due Dil igence |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Nevada |  2013  
Prime lead on this effort which included an updated technology assessment together with updated equipment layouts, energy 
production estimates, and capital and O&M cost estimates. Burns & McDonnell completed a feasibility study in order to 
assist the client in determining the most cost effective strategy regarding a 15-20 MW project that had previously been 
proposed by a developer but had been delayed due to development issues.  

Solar Project Due Dil igence |  Phoenix Solar,  Inc.  
Cal ifornia |  2010 – 2011  
Solar resource analysis and energy yield projections for Phoenix Solar, Inc., who retained Burns & McDonnell to provide a 
due diligence evaluation of a proposed solar photovoltaic (PV) project in California. The proposed project consisted of a 50 
MW solar PV facility that was in the early permitting stages. Burns & McDonnell’s analysis focused on the project’s 
transmission interconnection, environmental permitting status, and potential energy yield. The purpose of the due diligence 
evaluation was to determine if any fatal flaws existed that could potentially delay or preclude the successful development of 
the project.   

Solar Project Development |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Various |  2011  – 2013  
Project manager for a confidential client that is developing multiple solar PV project in the southwestern United States. 
Ekström provided ongoing development assistance for these projects.  Typical services provided include site analyses, 
conceptual site layouts, energy production estimates, TOD analyses, electrical one-line diagrams, and bills of material and 
project cost estimates.  

Solar Project Due Dil igence |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Various |  2011  
Solar resource and energy production analysis for a confidential client that was evaluating the potential purchase of 
fourteen solar PV projects throughout the United States.   
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Solar Project Feasibil ity Study |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Conf identia l  |  2011-  2012  
Project engineer for a feasibility study for a municipal client contemplating the installation of a 1MW distributed generation 
PV facility. Ekström conducted the on-site inspection of the potential points of interconnection and assisted with on-site and 
document-based analyses of potential PV array locations.   

Solar Project Feasibil ity Study |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Colorado |  2010  
Project engineer who assisted with a feasibility study for a private client contemplating the installation of a >1MW 
distributed generation PV system on a sports facility. Ekström conducted an investigation into the state and utility incentive 
programs and the analysis of potential interconnection and PV array locations.   

125 MWA C Solar Photovoltaic  Project |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Imperia l  Val ley , CA |  2010  
Peer review for the mechanical/electrical design after Burns & McDonnell was retained to provide detailed design services 
related to a 125 MWAC solar photovoltaic installation on 1,200 acres, in Southern California for a minimum design life of 25 
years.   

392 MWA C Ivanpah Solar Thermal Power Plant |  NRG 
Ivanpah, CA |  2011  -  2014 
Project engineer who assisted with the review of mechanical systems and components.  Burns & McDonnell served as 
Owner’s Engineer for the client providing engineering assistance and oversight at both field and office levels for this 
concentrating, triple solar power tower project.    

19.5 MWt Solar  Thermal System Integration into Existing Power Plant |  TEP  
Tucson, AZ |  201 1  -  2014  
Project engineer who assisted with the review of mechanical design and performance testing procedures of the Fresnel-lens 
based solar thermal addition to an existing fossil fuel power plant.  Burns & McDonnell conducted design services for the 
client. 

1 MWA C Photovoltaic  Plant |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Tennessee |  2010  
Project engineer who assisted the project manager with the conceptual design for a 1 MW photovoltaic plant. 

Technical  Evaluation of  Recently-Developed 1 MW Inverter |  Sempra Generation 
Southwest ,  US |  2010  
Led the technical evaluation of a 1 MW inverter recently developed by a traditional manufacturer of heavy industrial 
electrical equipment being proposed for one of Sempra’s PV power plants. This solar inverter is based on existing inverters 
used in industrial VFDs and wind-turbine power conversion equipment. 
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White Paper on Code Compliance Issues of Photovoltaic  Power Plants |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Southwest ,  US |  201 1  
Principal author of a white paper on code compliance issues frequently encountered during the design and construction of 
photovoltaic power plants. Issues investigated and described include the implications of 1000VDC arrays, European versus 
US listing agencies, and inverter-related UL-1741 and grid-support issues. 

Compressed Air  Energy Storage (CAES) Project |  Confidential  Cl ient 
Southwest ,  US |  201 1  
Acting project manager and lead investigator for a Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) cost estimating report. Burns & 
McDonnell was responsible for reviewing reference design turbine/expander performance parameters including startup 
response characteristics, heat balances, and NOx emissions, and for preparing conceptual site plan layouts and electrical 1-
line drawings, and a conceptual project schedule and budget. 
 
DISTRIBUTED GENERATION EXPERIENCE 
Various Public  School PV Projects  |  Solon, Inc.  
Arizona  |  2012-2103  
Project manager for Burns & McDonnell’s detailed electrical design of nine distributed generation PV projects at public schools 
in Goodyear, Buckeye, Tucson, and Ft. Huachuca, AZ. These systems ranged from 86 kWp to 300 kWp and involved covered 
parking PV arrays or roof-top PV arrays or both. Ekström both supervised and was part of the electrical design team which was 
responsible for designing the systems in accordance with various city requirements and their adopted versions of the NEC and 
configuring the interconnections to existing service entrances. In addition the design team responded to RFI’s during 
construction. 
 
Various Distributed PV Projects |  Phoenix Solar  
Various,  USA |  201 1-2015  
Supervised and was part of the electrical design team which was responsible for designing the systems in accordance with 
various city and county requirements and their adopted versions of the NEC and configuring the interconnections to existing 
service entrances. In addition the design team responded to RFI’s during construction. Burns & McDonnell was retained to 
provide detailed design for numerous distributed generation PV projects throughout the US. Burns & McDonnell has and 
continues to provide preliminary design, detailed design (electrical, interconnection, installation detail, communications) 
permitting support, service entrance upgrade design, and energy production modeling using PVSyst and other tools. Burns & 
McDonnell also served as Electrical Engineer of Record.  
 
A comprehensive list of projects follows: 
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YEAR  
COMPLETED 

PROJECT  
DESCRIPTION 

 
LOCATION 

2015 10 MW combined ground mount North Carolina 
2015 1.7 MW combined roof mount Macy’s stores throughout Massachusetts 

2014 760 kW ground mount Morgan Stanley building, Purchase, NY 

2013 345 MW ground mount Pulaski, TN 
2013 48 kW roof mount Mesa, AZ 
2012 91 kW ground mount Argonne National Labs, IL 
2012 500 kW combined roof mount HCA HQ buildings, Nashville, TN 

2012 100 kW Carport University of Phoenix, Albuquerque, NM 

2011 250 kW roof mount Second Harvest Food Bank, Nashville, TN 

 
60kWp Ground Based Photovoltaic  System | City of Peoria * 
Peoria,  Ar izona |  2010  
Provided supervision of and assistance with the design and project management of this 60 kWp ground based photovoltaic 
system. 
 
1.6 MWp Photovoltaic  System | Arizona State University * 
Tempe, Ar izona |  2008 
Primary responsibility for procurement and on-time delivery of 1.6 MWp of PV modules for two fast-track ASU parking garage 
PPA projects. 

100kW and 190kW Photovoltaic  Systems,  Salt River Project *  
Scottsda le and  Queen Creek, Ar izona |  2007 , 2009  
Provided supervision of and assistance with the design and project management of these 100 kW and 190 kW photovoltaic 
systems. 
 
23kWp Roof and Shade Mounted Photovoltaic  System |  Chandler-Gilbert Community College *  
Gi lbert ,  Ar izona  |  2008, 2009 
Provided supervision of and assistance with the design and project management of this 23 kWp roof and shade mounted 
photovoltaic system. 
 
38kWp Roof Mounted Photovoltaic  System | City of Phoenix * 
City of  Phoenix,  Ar izona |  2006  
Provided supervision of and assistance with the design and project management of this 38 kWp roof mounted photovoltaic 
system. This project was managed by SRP. 
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26kWp Roof Mounted Photovoltaic  System | Audubon Society *  
Phoenix ,  Ar izona |  2010 
Provided supervision of and assistance with the design and project management of this 26 kWp roof mounted photovoltaic 
system. 
 
Grid-tied Residential  Photovoltaic  Systems with Battery Storage *  
Various |  2004-2010  
Provided supervision of and assistance with the design and project management over 300 residential grid-tie PV systems: 
typically 2-6 kWp, 240VAC. Most were in SRP and APS service territories.  

Inverter-based Photovoltaic  Systems with Battery Storage *  
Various |  2002-2010  
Provided design, troubleshooting and/or programming services for numerous battery-based PV systems utilizing off-grid and 
grid-tied inverter/chargers. The majority of the system sizes were in the 5 to 22 kW(AC) range. 
 

* denotes experience prior to joining Burns & McDonnell 
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I. SELECTION OF THE LUNING EXPANSION PROJECT 1 

A. Introduction 2 

My name is Aldyn Hoekstra and I am the Founding Partner of Hanover Strategy Advisors 3 

LLC.  My qualifications are provided in Chapter 8 (Witness Qualifications). 4 

 This testimony describes why the Luning Expansion Project is the best option for Liberty 5 

Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC (“Liberty”) to meet its RPS requirements, advance the 6 

Commission’s decarbonization policies and provide its customers with needed reliability, 7 

resiliency and price stability 8 

Liberty is committed to a resource strategy (the “C100 Strategy”) of achieving 100% 9 

clean electricity supplied to its customers with low-GHG and renewable energy.  Liberty aspires 10 

to achieve this strategic objective as soon as practicable, pending the successful identification 11 

and commercialization of viable and attractive renewable procurement and development 12 

opportunities and applicable CPUC approvals.  The C100 Strategy will help enable Liberty to 13 

achieve its RPS obligations and GHG emissions reduction targets in a timely and cost-effective 14 

manner, including the 65% long-term RPS contracting requirement mandated by SB 350, the 15 

higher RPS and GHG reduction targets mandated by SB 100, and potentially more stringent 16 

environmental mandates that may emerge in the future, and ultimately serve all of its customer 17 

load with renewable and/or low-GHG energy.  This testimony summarizes the results of 18 

Liberty’s resource planning and project evaluation processes that support the selection of the 19 

Luning Expansion project as the most appropriate next new supply commitment to help Liberty 20 

achieve the goals of the C100 Strategy. 21 

1. LIBERTY’S SEPTEMBER 2020 IRP FILING22 

In its IRP filing submitted to the Commission in September 2020,1 Liberty submitted 23 

three required and optional conforming portfolios and included a comparison of these three 24 

portfolios reproduced below in Table 2-1.  25 

1 Liberty Utilities (Calpeco Electric) LLC (U-933-E) 2020 Integrated Resource Plan, filed in R.18-07-003 
on September 1, 2020. 
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Table 2-1  1 

2 

Portfolio A is an optional Conforming Portfolio that also is Liberty’s Preferred 3 

Conforming Portfolio given that it outperforms both the 46 MMT and the 38 MMT state-wide 4 

targets by producing a Liberty GHG Benchmark of 0.074 MMT.  Liberty concluded that 5 

Portfolio A outperforms the other two conforming portfolios because it had the lowest cost (i.e., 6 

$ per tonne of GHG reductions and $ per % increase in RPS, respectively) of all three portfolios.  7 

The modeling details that produced these results are described more fully in the September 2020 8 

IRP filing.  9 

Portfolio A contemplates the following resource commitments: 10 

 60 MW of existing solar (Turquoise and Luning, included in the Baseline11 

portfolio);12 

 Luning Expansion project consisting of paired 60 MW solar/ 240 MWh storage13 

facilities with an in-service date of January 1, 20242; 14 

 4 MW microgrid projects with an in-service date of January 1, 2024; and15 

 10 MW BTM storage project with an in-service date of January 1, 2024.16 

2 Commercial operation of the Luning Expansion is planned for no later than the end of Calendar Year 
2023 because under current law, the 30 percent ITC will be available for utility-scale solar projects 
placed into service before December 31, 2023 (after that time the ITC tax credit will be reduced to 26 
percent).  The IRP filing and the portfolio modeling underlying this Application of the impacts of the 
Luning Expansion (as well as the other resource additions) on Liberty’s RPS and GHG results 
conservatively assumes an in-service date of January 1, 2024. 

Portfolio 

Selection Solar Storage

BTM 

Storage Microgrid Total

2030 GHG 

Emissions 

(tonnes)

46 MMT 

GHG 

Benchmark

38 MMT 

GHG 

Benchmark

RPS % vs. 

60% 

Obligation

Strategy to 

Meet 60% 

RPS 

Obligation

2030 

Generation 

Costs 

(2019$ 

Millions)

2030 GHG 

Emissions 

Reduction 

vs Current 

Baseline 

(tonnes)

Cost per 

Tonne of 

GHG 

Reduction

2030 RPS 

% 

Increase 

vs. 

Current 

Baseline

Cost per % 

of RPS 

Increase

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)=(l)/(m) (o) (p)=(l)/(o)

Current 

Baseline
0 0 0 0 0 123,770 

Does Not

Conform

Does Not 

Conform
25.2%

Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$42.3 

Portfolio A 60 60 10 4 134 84,158 
Out‐

performs

Out‐

performs
44.4%

Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$44.6  (39,612) $1,125.02  19.2% $232.56 

Portfolio B 8 8 10 4 30 112,251  Conforms 29.2%
Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$41.2  (11,519) $3,575.77  4.0% $1,027.25 

Portfolio C 47 47 10 4 108 88,967  Conforms 41.9%
Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$42.7  (34,803) $1,226.72  16.7% $256.34 

2020‐2030 Resource Additions (MW) Conformance with 2030 Standards 2030 Costs of GHG Reductions and RPS Increases
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Liberty seeks to develop and implement resource strategies that produce for customers 1 

the best balancing of Liberty’s primary resource planning objectives: reliability, environmental 2 

stewardship and reasonable cost: 3 

 Reliability: The resource strategy must comply with all applicable reliability,4 

resource adequacy and operational requirements placed on Liberty under the NV5 

Energy 2021 ESA and/or NV Energy OATT;6 

 Environmental Stewardship: At a minimum, the resource strategy must7 

conform to Liberty’s RPS compliance obligations and to the CPUC-assigned 20308 

GHG Emissions targets for Liberty under the two scenarios provided by the9 

Commission: 46MMT and 38 MMT GHG Benchmarks, (consistent with the10 

flexibility provided by the Commission for the September 2020 IRP filing, we11 

permit the portfolio to outperform those targets in order to align more closely with12 

the environmental preferences of Liberty’s Customers;13 

 Reasonable Cost: The resource strategy must satisfy all the foregoing objectives14 

at a reasonable cost commensurate with the benefits derived from the strategy.15 

2. SELECTED TECHNOLOGY16 

Liberty’s Preferred Conforming Portfolio relies entirely on the addition of new solar and 17 

battery storage resources during the 2020-2030 planning horizon for a variety of reasons, 18 

including the following: 19 

 Solar and storage resources, in various configurations, provide the least-cost, best-20 

fit new resource options currently available to serve Liberty’s customers;21 

 Solar and storage resources are the best resources to integrate readily and quickly22 

into NV Energy North System grid under the 2021 NV Energy ESA and/or the23 

OATT;24 

 Resource availability and/or transmission capacity to deliver other forms of25 

renewable and/or low-GHG resources to Liberty’s service territory (e.g., wind,26 

geothermal and hydro) are limited or non-existent at this time and therefore are27 

not feasible for including in the IRP plans;28 

 Solar and storage resource additions are the least lumpy additions with the29 

shortest lead times for commercialization, and thus are most-readily scaled larger30 
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or smaller, which provides flexibility to respond to future uncertainties in 1 

customer load requirements, policy changes and technological advances;  2 

 If promptly authorized, solar and storage resources have the greatest ability to3 

leverage the current Federal 30% ITC for the benefit of customers in the form of4 

lower costs and rates.  Moreover, prompt commitment to solar and storage likely5 

will help capture fleeting capital cost decreases over the next few years, further6 

benefiting customers through lower costs and rates.  To illustrate, forecasts from7 

industry expert Wood Mackenzie reflect a projected decrease in levelized cost of8 

components of solar plus storage through the year 2023, but then increasing9 

sharply thereafter as the 30% ITC expires.3  As illustrated below, the 30% ITC10 

results in lower costs if the resource is deployed now with the ITC benefit, rather11 

than waiting longer, perhaps 2030 or later if ever, for the costs of components to12 

drop again.13 

Figure 2-1 14 

15 

3 Wood Mackenzie – Power and Renewables Tool - Levelized Cost of Energy for Solar + Storage in 
Nevada – 2020 H2 Federal Carbon Case (subscription service). 
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3. SELECTED PORTFOLIO1 

Liberty selected Portfolio A (the Preferred Conforming Portfolio with the proposed 2 

Luning Expansion project) over the two Required Conforming Portfolios for numerous reasons, 3 

including that it: 4 

 Best positions Liberty to meet or exceed future, potentially more stringent, GHG5 

reduction requirements because it outperforms the GHG Benchmarks associated6 

with both the current 46 MMT and 38 MMT statewide targets;7 

 Provides superior GHG reductions through 2030 because it produces the greatest8 

displacement of energy and carbon emissions from system power purchased either9 

under the 2021 NV Energy ESA or from the bilateral power market;10 

 Provides Liberty with a pathway to meet or exceed the 65% long-term RPS11 

contracting requirement under mandated by SB 350—by 2030, Portfolio A is12 

projected to provide approximately  of Liberty’s customer load with utility-13 

owned RPS resources (as shown in Table 2-1, this is a  increase provided by 14 

the Luning Expansion project over the current baseline of  provided by 15 

existing resources only), which represent commitments of longer than 10 years16 

and thus exceed the 65% long-term RPS contracting requirement;17 

 Produces superior cost and rate benefits to Liberty’s bundled customers by18 

maximizing Liberty’s ability to leverage available benefits of the Federal 30%19 

ITC safe-harbor provisions in order to reduce the costs of building and operating20 

new solar and storage resources for the benefit of customers (a fleeting21 

opportunity);22 

 Improves Liberty’s ability to accelerate the date by which it can significantly23 

reduce and potentially end its dependence on power supplies from NV Energy and24 

achieves its goal of 100% reliance on renewable and low-GHG resources to serve25 

its Customers.26 

The Luning Expansion Project presented for approval in this application is fully 27 

consistent with Portfolio A (the Preferred Conforming Portfolio) presented in the September 28 

2020 IRP filing—in fact, it is identical to Portfolio A when excluding the 4 MW microgrid and 29 

10 MW BTM storage projects for which Liberty’s is not requesting the Commission’s approval 30 

in this application.  Table 2-2 below is an updated version of Table 2-1 but with the Current 31 
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Baseline updated to reflect certain new information since the IRP was filed and with the Luning 1 

Expansion Project (highlighted in yellow) added to the comparison.  Relative to Portfolio A 2 

which includes also BTM Storage and Microgrid projects, the Luning Expansion project still 3 

outperforms the GHG Emissions targets under both the 46 MMT and 38 MMT Benchmarks, and 4 

produces superior cost and rate benefits to Liberty’s bundled customers compared to Portfolios 5 

A, B and C.4 6 

Table 2-2  7 

8 

It must be recognized that the Luning Expansion Project under preferred Portfolio A, 9 

while a good start, is still insufficient on its own to permit Liberty to fully satisfy its future 10 

environmental mandates, especially that mandate to rely on 100% GHG-Free Energy by 2045 11 

and our customers’ preferences to move to this milestone event more quickly.  Therefore, it is 12 

necessary to move quickly to capture the fleeting opportunity represented by the Luning 13 

Expansion Project, and then expeditiously identify and commercialize other clean energy 14 

opportunities that expedite our progress toward rapid achievement of the C100 Strategy 15 

objectives. 16 

4 The BTM Storage and Microgrid projects were modeled in the IRP filing assuming their costs were 
recovered through distribution rates—if these costs were including in the comparison than the Luning 
Expansion Project would have lower costs (i.e., $ per tonne of GHG reductions and $ per % increase in 
RPS, respectively) than Portfolio A as well as Portfolios B and C. 

Portfolio 

Selection Solar Storage

BTM 

Storage

Micro‐

grid Total

2030 GHG 

Emissions 

(tonnes)

46 MMT 

GHG 

Benchmark

38 MMT 

GHG 

Benchmark

RPS % vs. 

60% 

Obligation

Strategy to 

Meet 60% 

RPS 

Obligation

2030 

Generation 

Costs 

(2019$ 

Millions)

2030 GHG 

Emissions 

Reduction 

vs Current 

Baseline 

(tonnes)

Cost per 

Tonne of 

GHG 

Reduction

2030 RPS % 

Increase 

vs. Current 

Baseline

Cost per % 

of RPS 

Increase

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)=(l)/(m) (o) (p)=(l)/(o)

Current 

Baseline 

(Updated 

from IRP)

0 0 0 0 0 123,770 
Does Not

Conform

Does Not 

Conform
25.2%

Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$44.4 

Luning 

Expansion
60 60 0 0 120 87,302 

Out‐

performs

Out‐

performs
45.2%

Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

20.0%

Portfolio A 60 60 10 4 134 84,158 
Out‐

performs

Out‐

performs
44.4%

Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$44.6  (39,612) $1,125.02  19.2% $232.56 

Portfolio B 8 8 10 4 30 112,251  Conforms 29.2%
Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$41.2  (11,519) $3,575.77  4.0% $1,027.25 

Portfolio C 47 47 10 4 108 88,967  Conforms 41.9%
Purchase  

RECs as 

Needed

$42.7  (34,803) $1,226.72  16.7% $256.34 

2020‐2030 Resource Additions (MW) Conformance with 2030 Standards 2030 Costs of GHG Reductions and RPS Increases
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B. LUNING EXPANSION PROJECT BUSINESS CASE: COST-EFFECTIVENESS 1 
ASSESSMENT 2 

In this section, Liberty provides the business case for the Luning Expansion Project and 3 

evaluates the cost-effectiveness of the project by comparing projected costs against projected 4 

benefits, with estimated NPV of Net Benefits of approximately : 5 

 Projected Costs. Estimated revenue requirements for Liberty to own and6 

operate the project over its 35-year life cycle;7 

 Projected Benefits. Estimated benefits for Liberty’s customers from8 

operation of the project, focusing on the costs of obtaining an equivalent9 

amount of power from Liberty’s next-best plausible alternative;10 

 Net Benefits. The excess of Projected Benefits minus Projected Costs11 

calculated annually and then summed over the 35-year life cycle on a Nominal12 

and NPV basis.13 

Each of these elements, and the rationale behind the determination of Liberty’s next-best 14 

plausible alternative to the Luning Expansion Project, are discussed below. 15 

1. Costs of Luning Expansion Project16 

Liberty has estimated the annual revenue requirements of the Luning Expansion Project, 17 

at the proposed maximum project cost cap discussed elsewhere in this application, and supported 18 

in the testimony of Liberty’s witness Marsh.  These estimated revenue requirements also reflect 19 

the proposed EPC contract costs, terms and conditions from Liberty’s recent RFP process to 20 

select a construction contractor, and proposed financing terms and conditions for the project 21 

during both the construction and commercial phases of the project. 22 

As summarized in Table 2-3 (which includes the results for the entire 35-year life cycle 23 

of the project from 2024-2058 but displays only the first 10 years of annual results through 2033: 24 

 The Luning Expansion Project Costs estimate captures the key components of25 

revenue requirements to own and operate the project, including O&M, tax equity26 

payments, depreciation, interest, equity return and income taxes;27 

 35-year life-cycle costs of the Luning Expansion Project total  on a 28 

nominal basis and  on an NPV basis at a ; 29 

 Annual revenue requirements start at approximately  per year and 30 

then decrease steadily thereafter due to ongoing depreciation.31 
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Table 2-3 1 

2 

2. Benefits of Luning Expansion Project3 

Liberty has estimated the annual benefits of the Luning Expansion Project based on the 4 

projected annual costs of purchasing an equivalent amount of power as that provided by the 5 

Luning Expansion from NV Energy.  The estimated rates, terms and conditions of these 6 

incremental purchases from NV Energy are extrapolated from the existing ESA whose term runs 7 

through 2025.  A more detailed discussion of the rationale behind the use of equivalent NV 8 

Energy purchases as the baseline alternative is discussed below in Section 4. 9 

The estimated benefits of the Luning Expansion Project include the following 10 

components: 11 

 ESA Demand Charge Reduction.  The value of this component was estimated12 

as follows:13 

o The quantity of avoided Demand charges was calculated based on the14 

projected reduction in overall Billing Demand quantities under the terms15 

of the existing ESA, or beginning at approximately 475 MW-months per16 

year in 2024 and increasing thereafter as described below;17 

o The projected quantity of avoided Demand charges increases after 2024 to18 

reflect the ongoing increase in Liberty’s overall system load estimated as19 

follows: through 2030 based on the CEC’s 2019 IEPR load forecast used20 
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in the September 2020 IRP filing,5 and after 2030 at 0.53% per year based 1 

on the 2030 increase in Liberty’s load reflected in the CEC forecast; 2 

o The price of avoided Demand charges was set at the value fixed in the existing3 

ESA through 2025, or /kW-month, and then escalated at  annually4 

thereafter.5 

 ESA Renewable Energy Charge Reduction. The value of this component was6 

estimated as follows:7 

o The quantity of avoided Renewable Energy purchases was set equal to the8 

estimated output of the proposed Luning Expansion Project, starting at9 

124,492 MWh per year in 2024 and increasing thereafter as described10 

below;11 

o The projected quantity of avoided Renewable Energy purchases increases12 

after 2024 by an amount projected by Liberty’s witness Liu (averaging13 

0.44% per year over the 35-year planning horizon) to reflect the increasing14 

amount of Luning Expansion generation output that can be utilized as15 

constrained interconnection capacity is freed up due to projected ongoing16 

degradation in the output of the existing Luning facility;17 

o The price of avoided Renewable Energy purchases was set at NV18 

Energy’s most recent forecast of the Renewable Pool rate in the existing19 

ESA through 2025, or /MWh, and then escalated at  thereafter. 20 

As summarized in Table 2-4 (which includes the results for the entire 35-year life-cycle 21 

of the project from 2024-2058 but displays only the first 10 years of annual results through 2033: 22 

 The Luning Expansion Project Benefits estimate captures the key cost23 

components to purchase equivalent power volumes from NV Energy, including24 

ESA Demand Charge Reduction and ESA Renewable Energy Charge Reduction;25 

 35-year life-cycle costs of the NV Energy equivalent purchases total26 

 on a nominal basis and $217.4 million on an NPV basis at a 27 

; 28 

5 CEC 2019 IEPR Form 1.1c: California Energy Demand 2019-2030 Managed Forecast - Mid Demand / 
Mid AAEE Case, Electricity Deliveries to End Users by Agency (GWh) available at the following link: 
https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=231633&DocumentContentId=63453. 
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 Annual costs of equivalent purchases start at approximately  per year 1 

and then increase steadily thereafter due to project escalation in avoided Demand2 

Charge and Renewable Energy Charge components.3 

4 

Table 2-4 5 

6 

3. Cost-Benefit Assessment of Luning Expansion Project7 

Liberty has estimated the annual Net Benefits of the Luning Expansion project by 8 

subtracting the estimated annual revenue requirements of the Luning Expansion project from the 9 

estimated annual costs of purchasing an equivalent amount of power from NV Energy. 10 

As summarized in Table 2-5 (which includes the results for the entire 35-year life-cycle 11 

of the project from 2024-2058 but displays only the first 10 years of annual results through 2033: 12 

 The Luning Expansion Project Net Benefits estimate captures the amount by13 

which the Luning Expansion Project Benefits exceed Luning Expansion Project14 

Costs each year;15 

 35-year life-cycle costs of the Luning Expansion Project Net Benefits total16 

 on a nominal basis and  on an NPV basis at a 17 

. 18 

As shown in Figure 2-2, Net Benefits are negative for the first 9 years of project 19 

operation (through 2032), but they turn increasingly positive thereafter due to ongoing decreases 20 

on Project Costs and ongoing Increases in Project Benefits.  21 

22 

23 
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Table 2-5  1 

2 

3 

Figure 2-2 4 

5 

4. NV Energy Equivalent Purchases as Next-Best Plausible Alternative to6 

Luning Expansion Project7 

Liberty has developed the following section to identify and evaluate the range of 8 

plausible alternatives to the Luning Expansion Project that can be considered candidates for the 9 

baseline alternative for the cost-effectiveness evaluation outlined above.   10 
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The consideration of viable alternatives to the Luning Expansion Project needs to be done 1 

within the context of several key drivers impacting Liberty’s resource planning and project 2 

selection, including the following:  3 

 Satisfying its 2030 RPS obligations and the 2030 GHG Emissions reduction4 

targets in the IRP filing requires Liberty to make changes regarding the supply5 

mix given that the status quo baseline of relying only on existing resources will6 

not achieve the required regulatory targets.  Moreover, there are no compliance7 

mechanisms or options available to Liberty that rely on tradable commodities8 

such as unbundled RECs or carbon allowances to achieve the GHG reductions.9 

 As detailed in its September 2020 IRP filing to the Commission, Liberty’s10 

projections of environmental performance from the Aurora dispatch simulations11 

of the NV Energy system reflect an ongoing resource mix evolution and the fact12 

that NV Energy is making substantial investments to decarbonize its own power13 

supply, but not rapidly enough to achieve current California requirements, let14 

alone potentially more stringent future requirements.  Thus, Liberty cannot simply15 

rely on default partial requirements service from NV Energy to achieve the16 

environmental targets;17 

 Given the existing limitations on the NV Energy transmission system and the lack18 

of available long-term transmission capacity, the only feasible technology option19 

for supplying additional clean, renewable energy to Liberty in the near term is20 

Solar paired with Storage as in the proposed Luning Expansion Project:21 

o Wind energy in Nevada is not competitive on a cost basis due to very poor22 

wind resource, and given the transmission system limitations it is not23 

feasible to import wind energy to Liberty from other jurisdictions;24 

o Solar (stand-alone without storage) is potentially a lower cost and feasible25 

technology alternative, but given existing limitations on interconnection26 

capacity with the NV Energy system, Liberty’s hourly load profile (i.e.,27 

Winter nighttime peak) versus the stand-alone Solar generation profile28 

(i.e., Summer daytime peak) on top of the existing 60 MW of stand-alone29 

Solar at Luning and Turquoise, any additional stand-alone Solar is a poor30 

fit with Liberty’s portfolio requirements;31 
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o Geothermal/Hydro might be potentially viable options that offer an1 

appropriate fit with portfolio requirements; however, given the2 

development timelines, existing transmission constraints and lack of3 

specifically-identified opportunities this is not a feasible option to meet the4 

2030 emissions reductions requirements;5 

o Solar paired with Storage appears to provide the best fit between6 

development cycle timelines, available transmission capacity, provision of7 

renewable energy during nighttime peak demand periods and cost;8 

o A key driver in creating significant value for Liberty’s customers is9 

developing a project in time to take advantage of the IRS ITC program10 

and to deploy a tax equity financing strategy to maximize value for our11 

customers.12 

Based on the above key drivers Liberty has developed the summary presented in Table 2-13 

6 to evaluate the viability of alternative procurement options to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 14 

the Luning Expansion Project.  Based on that evaluation, it could be concluded that Liberty does 15 

not have any alternatives to the Luning Expansion Project that are clearly viable within the 16 

development and commercialization timeframe needed to advance progress toward achievement 17 

of RPS and GHG Emissions reductions targets, and also to capture the fleeting opportunity to 18 

realize the cost and rate benefits of the ITC for Liberty’s customers.  Rather than assume there 19 

are definitively no viable alternatives, Liberty has selected Option B below (Incremental clean 20 

energy purchases from NV Energy under the ESA) as the most plausible alternative to the 21 

Luning Expansion Project (Option E below) for purposes of evaluating its cost-effectiveness. 22 
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Table 2-6 1 

Option Argument For Argument Against Conclusion 
A. Third-
party PPA 
purchases of 
additional 
clean energy  

Would have the 
potential advantage of 
leveraging supplier 
rivalry to drive down 
the costs of supply. 

NV Energy is not an RTO 
market—it requires 
bilateral trading and 
scheduling of energy 
under an OATT.  PPAs 
would require Liberty to 
terminate its partial 
requirements service 
under the existing ESA.  
Given the lack of 
available transmission 
capacity on the NV 
Energy system, Liberty 
currently cannot depart 
service from NV Energy, 
and cannot seriously 
consider PPAs with third 
parties for additional 
clean energy purchases. 

Not a viable 
alternative available to 
Liberty at present. 

B. 
Incremental 
clean energy 
purchases 
from NV 
Energy 
under the 
ESA 

NV Energy has agreed 
to provide specified 
percentages of RPS 
Energy under the ESA 
(ranging from 5% in 
2021 and 2022 to 16% 
in 2023), so adding an 
incremental 20% (the 
Luning Expansion 
equivalent volumes) is 
at least plausible.  NV 
Energy portfolio has 
significant scale and 
diversity of supply. 

Liberty has had numerous 
discussions with NV 
Energy on this topic with 
several key findings: 
-  NV Energy has a very 

aggressive 
development plan to 
achieve Nevada’s 
renewables goals for 
its own retail 
customers; 

-  The existing 
transmission system – 
particularly in 
Northern Nevada is 
extremely congested 
with limited 
availability of 
interconnection 
capacity required to 
allow new projects to 
be developed; 

-  NV Energy is 
unwilling to partner 

NVE may eventually 
be convinced to enter 
into a more aggressive 
development strategy 
and approach to 
serving Liberty, but 
not in a timeframe that 
would be required to 
take advantage of the 
existing ITC program. 
  
However, given that it 
represents an approach 
that has already been 
implemented to a 
modest degree in the 
existing ESA, it is 
considered at least 
plausible at present as 
a potential alternative 
to the Luning 
Expansion project. 
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Option Argument For Argument Against Conclusion 
with Liberty to develop 
new renewable 
resources  

C. Develop 
new 
greenfield 
clean 
generation 
in the NV 
Energy 
North 
service 
territory 
(similar to 
Luning and 
Turquoise) 

A new project would 
offer one path to allow 
Liberty to achieve the 
required emissions 
reductions. 

Liberty has done 
significant work to 
identify projects that 
might be developed.  
However, we have been 
unsuccessful in 
identifying any suitable 
projects that meet the ITC 
expiry timeline.  Key 
issues have been: 
-  Availability of required 

interconnection capacity 
-  Finding sites that meet 

the timeline required 
due to permitting issues 

Liberty will continue 
to look for options but 
for now such an 
alternative is highly 
speculative and not a 
viable alternative at 
present.  The Luning 
Expansion Project is a 
superior alternative 
considering all factors 
(such as 
risk/speed/cost) 

D. Develop 
new 
greenfield 
clean 
generation 
located on 
Liberty’s 
distribution 
system 
footprint 

Liberty has plans to 
identify and implement 
projects inside the 
Liberty service territory 
and expects that these 
projects will provide 
value to customers.  

Given the configuration of 
the Liberty service 
territory currently, there 
are limitations on the 
amount of energy that can 
be moved through the 
distribution system from 
areas where large scale 
projects can be developed 
to primary load areas.  
Larger projects would 
require Liberty to 
interconnect with the NV 
Energy transmission 
system and wheel power 
into NV to supply the 
population center around 
Lake Tahoe.  

Liberty will continue 
to seek projects that 
will bring value to 
Liberty customers. 
However, at the 
moment these projects 
are far smaller than the 
Luning Expansion 
project and are not 
advanced enough to 
allow Liberty to 
capitalize on fleeting 
opportunity associated 
with ITC. 

E. Luning 
Expansion 
Project 

The Luning Expansion 
site is adjacent to an 
existing facility, with 
site control, common 
facilities and an existing 
transmission 
interconnection.  The 
site is well understood 

None apparent Liberty feels that this 
is the best path to 
advance energy 
procurement to meet 
CA energy policy 
objectives and its 
C100 Strategy. 
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Option Argument For Argument Against Conclusion 
from a permitting/land 
use perspective.   
Liberty has been 
successful in advancing 
the required permitting 
and planning work.  
Project configuration 
would allow enhanced 
utilization of the 
existing interconnection 
pathway and avoid 
transmission 
limitations. 
The cost and 
performance of this 
project will provide 
Liberty with a key 
investment to achieve 
its C100 Strategy 
objectives 

1 
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I. FINANCING 1 

A. Introduction 2 

My name is Kevin B. Melnyk and I am the Senior Vice President, Regulated 3 

Infrastructure Development.  My qualifications are provided in Chapter 8 (Witness 4 

Qualifications).   5 

This testimony describes Liberty’s proposal for both short-term and long-term financing 6 

of the costs to construct, own, and operate the Luning Expansion Project.  7 

B. Short-Term Financing Using a Joint Venture (“JV”) Structure 8 

Short-term financing refers to financing required prior to the Commercial Operation Date 9 

(“COD”) to fund the development and construction of the Luning Expansion Project.  Liberty 10 

will be providing the majority of the equity component of this short-term financing and the 11 

balance of the financing will be provided by construction lenders (“Project Financing”).  Liberty 12 

is rated by Standards & Poor (“S&P”) at BBB flat, which is Investment Grade.  Being 13 

investment grade allows Liberty to receive lower financing rates from the construction lenders, 14 

which benefits Liberty’s customers.  In order to maintain the Investment Grade rating from S&P, 15 

Liberty will use a Joint Venture (“JV”) structure, which is described more fully below.  In 16 

addition to obtaining lower construction financing costs, the JV structure provides Liberty with 17 

added protection as the Joint Venture partner will take on 50% of the downside risk during the 18 

construction period. 19 

1. The JV Structure20 

Simply put, a Joint Venture is a cooperative arrangement between two (or more) business 21 

entities, often for the purpose of starting a new business entity, in this case the construction of 22 

the Luning Expansion project. 23 

In these structures the Joint Venture Partner (“JV Partner”), in this case will likely be the 24 

EPC Contractor, and Liberty will form a 50/50 limited liability partnership (“the Joint Venture”) 25 

and through an intermediary entity (“HoldCo”) will own the interests in an entity (the 26 

“ProjectCo”) that holds the rights and interests in the Project.  Each company, the JV Partner and 27 

Liberty will have equal number of shares in the Joint Venture. 28 
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On the funding date (“Funding Date”) prior to Project Financing being obtained, each 1 

party will contribute approximately  of the Project’s capital cost into the Joint Venture as 2 

equity (“Funded Amount”).  Funding of construction activities above the Funded Amount prior 3 

to the Project Financing shall be funded as debt by a Liberty Loan to the ProjectCo (“Liberty 4 

Loan”).  Cost overruns and draw stops will also be funded by the Liberty Loan, and any credit 5 

support for the Project shall be provided under the Liberty Loan.  This loan is not expected to 6 

exceed . 7 

Neither the JV Partner nor Liberty will be required or permitted to contribute additional 8 

equity (i.e., equity must always be 50/50), and the JV Partner will not be required to loan any 9 

funds to the JV, HoldCo or the ProjectCo.  Distributions of available cash flow from ProjectCo 10 

(subject to reserves approved by the Board, made up of members from both the JV Partner and 11 

Liberty) will be made in accordance with Percentage Interests. No distributions will be made 12 

prior to COD unless approved by the Board.  After COD, distributions will be made no less often 13 

than quarterly, commencing with the first full calendar quarter following COD.  No distributions 14 

are expected prior to COD. 15 

2. Liberty’s Purchase Option16 

Liberty will have a right to purchase the JV Partner’s 50% equity interest (the “Option”), 17 

for an amount determined under a formula that is generally equal to the JV Partner’s Funded 18 

Amount, plus a rate of return commensurate to their risk profile from the Funding Date until the 19 

exercise of the option.  20 

The buy-out by Liberty will not be mandatory however, the joint venture structure will 21 

have a strong financial and commercial incentives for Liberty to exercise the Option, including: 22 

 Liberty’s total funding percentage (i.e., 50% of total Funded Amount, 100% of debt,23 

plus all credit support) will exceed its 50% distribution percentage.  As a result,24 

Liberty will be receiving less cash than it should receive based on invested capital.25 

 No principal or interest payments will be due on Liberty’s loan until the 5th26 

anniversary of COD, with a commitment to use reasonable best efforts to refinance27 

the loan at that time.28 
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 The Liberty Loan will be structured to ensure that Liberty’s incentives to exercise the 1 

buy-out of the JV Partner’s 50% interest are not affected by Liberty’s position as a 2 

lender. 3 

No transfers are permitted except transfer of the JV Partner’s interest to Liberty pursuant 4 

to Liberty’s option.  To date, Liberty has always exercised these options at COD. 5 

3. What are the costs associated with the JV structure? 6 

Legal costs required for the formation of the JV are the only additional costs. 7 

4. Administration and Management of JV Structure 8 

Each partner of the Joint Venture will have a 50% voting right provided that Liberty will 9 

be the “Administrator” of the Project.  The Administrator will have the right and duty to develop 10 

and oversee the construction of the Luning Expansion Project, arrange debt financing, and enter 11 

into and manage contracts on behalf of the ProjectCo and HoldCo subject to high-level 12 

parameters and overarching principles agreed upon by the Parties.  However, Liberty, as the 13 

Administrator, will not be directly involved in building the Luning Expansion Project.   14 

Executed contracts will be provided to the Commission upon execution of the Joint 15 

Venture arrangement. 16 

5. What protections will exist in these contracts that protect Liberty customers? 17 

The JV Agreements will not increase the exposure to Liberty’s customers. 18 

6. When does Liberty plan to execute the documents? 19 

Liberty is planning to execute the JV structure documents in Q2 2022. 20 

C. Long-Term Financing Using a Tax Equity Structure 21 

Long-term financing refers to the period post COD when financing for the acquisition 22 

and operation of the Luning Expansion Project will be provided by Tax Equity (“TE”) investors 23 

and Liberty.  Utilizing capital from TE investors provides a benefit to Liberty’s customers as a 24 

significant portion of the benefits tax equity receives are in the form of tax benefits which cannot 25 

be used by Liberty’s customers. 26 
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1. The Benefits of a Tax Equity Structure1 

A tax equity structure is being sought to maximize customer savings associated with the 2 

Luning Expansion Project.  The impact of having a tax equity structure versus not having one 3 

results in significant savings, which are approximately  over a 10 year period in 4 

Liberty’s integrated resource plan and up to  of savings to customers over a 35 year 5 

period, which is the expected life of the asset.  Customers benefit from this ownership structure 6 

since the efficient monetization of tax attributes reduces the overall cost of energy procured on 7 

their behalf by Liberty.  In addition, direct utility ownership in the partnership provides strong 8 

benefits to the customer based on long-term ownership of the Luning Expansion Project and due 9 

to a regulated utility’s lower cost of capital and prudent capital structure 10 

Liberty is able to offer its customers Renewables Portfolio Standard (“RPS”)-qualified 11 

solar and storage generation from the Luning Expansion Project (“Luning Expansion” or 12 

“Project”) at reduced prices by using a tax equity investment structure.  By partnering with a Tax 13 

Equity Partner, Liberty enables its customers to best realize the benefits currently available from 14 

the federal Investment Tax Credit (“ITC”).  Liberty has previous experience with tax equity 15 

financing in the Luning and Turquoise projects, as well as Liberty’s parent company APUC’s 16 

prior experience with tax equity financing to develop other energy projects, including solar 17 

photovoltaic (”PV”) projects.  In order for a storage project to qualify for the ITC it needs to be 18 

linked to a renewable project, which is what Liberty is doing with the Luning Expansion Project. 19 

The Luning Expansion Project is eligible for the ITC.  The ITC currently offers a 30 20 

percent tax credit on the capital cost of qualifying commercial solar and storage systems. The 21 

ITC at its current 30 percent level has been proven to be one of the most important federal policy 22 

initiatives promoting the development of solar energy in the United States. Under current law, 23 

the 30 percent ITC will be available for solar projects that started construction in 2019 and are 24 

“placed in service” by December 31, 2023 (after that time current requirements mandate that the 25 

ITC tax credit be reduced to 26 percent).1 Liberty has accordingly designed and structured the 26 

1 26 U.S. Code § 48.  Though the ITC differential of 4.0% may seem small, the financial consequences of 
failing to obtain the 30% ITC would be significant for Liberty and its customers, equating to 
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Luning Expansion to qualify for the 30 percent ITC by purchasing 12 pad mount transformers in 1 

2019 (which qualify as start of construction) and are planning to be placed in service by the 3rd 2 

quarter of 2023, before the deadline to ensure eligibility for the 30 percent ITC. 3 

In addition to the ITC, the Luning Expansion will also qualify for accelerated 4 

depreciation using the five-year Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System schedule2.  5 

Depreciation is a deductible expense that offsets taxable income and is beneficial to entities with 6 

taxable earning. 7 

2. The Tax Equity Structure8 

The use of a conventional ownership structure in which the utility directly owns 100 9 

percent of the Project and finances construction with internal funds would not allow Liberty’s 10 

customers to realize the full effective value of the tax incentives (ITC and MACRS).  A tax 11 

equity structure is a method of financing renewable energy projects to optimize the value in the 12 

near term of available tax incentives.  In a tax equity structure, large, tax-paying corporations 13 

(typically large banks and insurance companies) become equity partners in a solar project (“Tax 14 

Equity Partners”).  In exchange for providing a significant portion of the capital investment of 15 

the partnership, which is used to develop the solar generation facility, a Tax Equity Partner 16 

receives the tax incentives (ITCs and MACRS) from the project during the first 5-7 years of the 17 

project’s life.  In addition, the Tax Equity Partner receives cash distributions as part of its return 18 

and recovery of capital invested.  On or before the end of 5-7 years when the Tax Equity Partner 19 

has received its return on and recovery of its investment, the ownership structure “flips” and the 20 

majority of the ongoing financial benefits of the solar project transfers over to the Project 21 

Sponsor (Liberty), with the Tax Equity Partner retaining a nominal residual stake in the 22 

partnership (typically 5%).  At this point, or 5-7 years later, whichever is later, the Project 23 

Sponsor also has an option to purchase the tax equity investor’s interest in the partnership.  24 

approximately  in upfront Tax Equity funding resulting in approximately  in 
additional first year costs to be recovered in rates. 

2 26 U.S. Code § 48. 
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The following visual depicts a commonly used tax equity structure: 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

Tax normalization rules of the IRS impair the ability of a utility that directly owns a 10 

renewable energy project to maximize for its customers the benefits the ITC offers. While tax 11 

incentives are immediately available to a non-utility owner of a renewable energy project, such 12 

as a solar and storage project, IRS regulations prohibit utilities form flowing these benefits 13 

immediately to their customers.3 14 

To retain eligibility for the tax incentives, a utility must “normalize” the tax incentives 15 

over the life of the renewable energy project, which in the case of the Luning Expansion project 16 

is 35 years. As a result, if Liberty directly owned the Luning Expansion Project without a Tax 17 

Equity Partner, it would only be able to credit to its customers 1/35th of the value of the tax 18 

incentives each year (assuming a 35 year Project operating life). In short, the considerable 19 

economic value otherwise associated with being able to utilize the tax incentives in the near-term 20 

would be lost form the perspective of Liberty’s customers. 21 

Using a tax equity structure decreases the amount of money Liberty must add to its rate 22 

base. If Liberty did not have a Tax Equity Partner, it would include the full amount of the 23 

Project’s capital costs in its rate base and earn a return on and of the full amount of the Project’s 24 

capital costs. 25 

By partnering with a Tax Equity Partner, Liberty will be able to reduce the amount it 26 

places into rate base by the amount of capital contribution made by the Tax Equity Partner 27 

which, in turn reflects the economic value of the Tax Equity Partners ability to utilize the tax 28 

                                                 
3 See 26 U.S.C. § 168 (depreciation deduction only applies to public utility property if the property is 

depreciated using a normalization method of accounting); Internal Revenue Service Private Letter 
Ruling, No. 200933023 (August 14, 2009) (requiring utility to normalize ITC benefits). 
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credits in the near term. Because the Tax Equity Partner is able to realize this additional “time 1 

value of money” benefit, its capital contribution is typically in the range of  percent of total 2 

project costs. 3 

To use a simple example, assuming $100 capital cost and a 35 percent capital 4 

contribution by the Tax Equity Partner, the effective capital cost that Liberty would then need to 5 

include in rate base is reduced to $65. This lesser rate base amount reduces costs to ratepayers 6 

throughout the 35 year anticipate life of the Luning Expansion Project. 7 

In return for this investment (typically  percent of the capital cost of the 8 

renewable energy project), the Tax Equity Partner will obtain a partnership interest in the Luning 9 

Expansion Project.  This partnership interest will provide the Tax Equity Partner: (i)  10 

of the ITC4; (ii) some amount of the accelerated depreciation benefits; and (iii) partnership cash 11 

distributions in an annual amount equal to approximately two percent of the Tax Equity Partner’s 12 

initial investment (“Tax Equity Partner Distribution”) for a period that typically extends a short 13 

time beyond the fifth anniversary of commercial operations. 14 

In addition to qualifying for the tax benefits associated with the ITCs, solar projects also 15 

qualify for accelerated tax depreciation using the five-year Modified Accelerated Cost Recover 16 

System (“MACRS”) schedule.5  Depreciation is a deductible expense that reduces taxable 17 

income, decreasing income tax payable. Depreciating the assets of a solar project over a five-18 

year timeframe (compared to the approximately 35 year life of the project) creates income tax 19 

losses for the solar project in its first five years.  20 

The equity structure requires the creation of a separate Luning Expansion Project 21 

Company to own and operate the Luning Expansion Project.  Prior to the Buy-Out, the Luning 22 

Expansion Project Company will be jointly owned by both Liberty and the Tax Equity Partner.  23 

Since the Luning Expansion Project Company will be a separate legal entity distinct from 24 

Liberty, Liberty and the Luning Expansion Project Company will execute a hedge (“Luning 25 

Hedge”) by which Liberty will purchase 100 percent of the Project’s generation.  The payments 26 

Liberty will make to the Luning Expansion Project Company under the Luning Hedge combined 27 

                                                 
4 Liberty will receive the remaining 1 percent ITC. 
5 See 26 U.S.C. § 168. 
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with the sale of energy to NV Energy will constitute the revenue of the Luning Expansion 1 

Project Company. 2 

The partnership agreement between Liberty and the Tax Equity Partner (“Tax Equity 3 

Partnership Agreement”) will provide that the Luning Expansion Project Company will use its 4 

revenues paid by Liberty in accordance with the Luning Hedge to pay Operations and 5 

Maintenance (“O&M”) expenses, Administration and General (“A&G”) expenses, and Property 6 

Taxes (collectively, “Project Operating Expenses”).  After accounting for Project operating 7 

Expenses, the Tax Equity Partnership Agreement will provide for the Luning Expansion Project 8 

Company to make the Tax Equity Partner Distributions to the Tax Equity Partner.  After paying 9 

the distribution to the Tax Equity Partner, the Luning Expansion Project Company will distribute 10 

the remainder of its revenues as a distribution to Liberty. 11 

3. Post Tax Equity Partnership12 

Liberty will have the right to purchase the Tax Equity’s Partner’s residual ownership 13 

interest in the Luning Expansion Project Company shortly after the first five years.  The purchase 14 

price (i.e. “Buy-Out Payment”) for the Tax Equity Partner’s residual ownership interest in the 15 

Luning Expansion Project (typically five percent) would be calculated based on a corresponding 16 

percentage of the Project’s “fair market value.”  At the present time, Liberty projects that the 17 

Buy-Out payment for the Luning Expansion Project will be approximately . 18 

Upon exercising this right and paying the Buy-out payment, Liberty would acquire a 100 19 

percent ownership interest in the Luning Expansion Project Company and thereby the Luning 20 

Expansion Project. At that point, the obligation to pay the annual Tax Equity Partner Distribution 21 

would terminate and the Luning Expansion Project will be owned by Liberty just like any other 22 

utility-owned generation resource. 23 

4. Proposed Structure for Luning Expansion Project Company24 

For the Luning Expansion Project, Liberty currently anticipates, based on the tax equity 25 

market, that it will contribute approximately  of the Luning Expansion Project’s total 26 

Project Cost of  or approximately  (  of ) as may be 27 

adjusted, and the Tax Equity Partner will contribute 32 percent of the total Project Cost or 28 
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approximately $48.5 million, as may be adjusted.6 1 

The Tax Equity Partner will receive an annual amount equal to approximately  2 

of the Tax Equity Partner’s initial investment as the Tax Equity Partner Distribution from the 3 

Project. Assuming that the Tax Equity Partner’s capital contribution will equal 32 percent of the 4 

total purchase price, the annual amount of aggregate Tax Equity Partner Distribution will be 5 

approximately . 6 

Liberty is currently surveying the market to identify potential Tax Equity Partners that 7 

can offer the best financial terms for the Liberty’s customers.  Liberty will then select a Tax 8 

Equity Partner and negotiate the Tax Equity Partnership Agreements with that counterparty.  9 

Liberty will not be able to seriously engage in commercial negotiations with its Tax Equity 10 

Partner until after the Commission approves this Application. 11 

5. Liberty’s Prior Experience Using a Tax Equity Structure 12 

Liberty utilized the same type of tax equity structure during its acquisition of the Luning 13 

and Turquoise Projects. In D. 16-01-021, the Commission approved Liberty’s tax equity 14 

structure for the Luning Project. In D.17-12-008, the Commission approved Liberty tax equity 15 

structure for the Turquoise Project. 16 

Through the two projects, Liberty and its employees have gained experience through the 17 

closing of Luning and Turquoise tax equity financing transactions that should help streamline 18 

and improve tax equity financing process for this Luning Expansion Project.  In 2022, the 19 

Luning Tax Equity Partnership is expected to flip, and the Tax Equity Partner, will exit the 20 

partnership. 21 

Liberty’s parent company APUC and affiliates have substantial experience with tax 22 

equity arrangements in the context of the financing of renewable energy projects.  APUC has 23 

developed and currently owns and operates renewable and conventional generation resources 24 

throughout the United States. APUC developed and financed many of these projects using tax 25 

equity financing, which significantly reduced the overall project costs.  Further, Liberty Utilities, 26 

Central Region in Missouri, recently used tax equity financing to construct three wind projects 27 

with a total name plate capacity of 600 megawatts (“MW”). 28 

                                                 
6 See the Testimony of Liberty witness Maruncic (Chapter 3) for the determination of the total Project 

Cost for the Luning Expansion Project. 
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I. RATEMAKING 1 

A. Introduction 2 

My name is Daniel Marsh and I am the Manager of Rates and Regulatory Affairs.  My 3 

qualifications are provided in Chapter 8 (Witness Qualifications).   4 

This testimony describes Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC’s (“Liberty”) proposal 5 

for recovering the costs of acquiring, owning, and operating the Luning Expansion Project 6 

(“Project”), which consists of acquiring, owning, and operating the Project.  Liberty is not 7 

seeking a rate increase in this proceeding.  Instead, Liberty is asking the Commission to 8 

authorize cost recovery via a Tier 2 Advice Letter once the project is considered used and useful.  9 

The Commission has already granted this cost recovery treatment in its Decision in Liberty’s 10 

Turquoise Solar Facility application (D.17-12-008). 11 

Specifically, Liberty requests that it be authorized to recovery its costs associated with 12 

the Project in the following manner: 13 

1. The Commission should authorize Liberty to recover its investment in and the14 

costs to operate the Project as utility-owned generation assets as of Day One and15 

throughout the life of the Project;16 

2. The Commission, in accordance with Public Utilities Code Section 399.1417 

(“Section 399.14”), should designate in this proceeding  as Liberty’s 18 

aggregate Maximum Reasonable Cost for the Project, as described by Liberty19 

witness Melynk (Chapter 5);20 

3. The Commission should authorize Liberty to request in a Tier 2 Advice Letter, in21 

the month following completion of the project, that it be authorized to place into22 

rate base its actual capital investment in the Project up to the Maximum23 

Reasonable Costs Amount the Commission designates in this proceeding;24 
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4. The Commission should authorize Liberty to recover the following costs1 

associated with the operation of the Project as general rates for the life of the2 

Project and be allowed to seek rate recovery for these costs in the same Tier 23 

Advice Letter:4 

a. Costs to operate and maintain the Project (“O&M Costs”);5 

b. Administrative and general costs associated with the operation of the6 

Project (“A&G Costs”); and7 

c. Property tax associated with the ownership and operation of the Project.8 

5. The Commission should authorize Liberty to record the costs it will incur9 

resulting from the distributions that the Project Company will make to the Tax10 

Equity Partner during the Tax Equity Period (“Tax Equity Partner Distribution”)11 

and the payment Liberty expects to make to purchase the Tax Equity Partner’s12 

ownership interest in the Project Company (“Buy-Out Payment”)  in its Energy13 

Cost Adjustment Clause (“ECAC”) account and to recover such Tax Equity14 

Partner Expenses in accordance with its ECAC tariff.15 

B. Utility-Owned Generation 16 

As explained in Chapter 5 (Testimony of Melnyk), in order to obtain tax equity financing 17 

for the Project and thus be able to provide its customers solar energy at a competitive cost, a 18 

“Project Company” must be created.  A Project Company will structurally “own” the Project 19 

during the Tax Equity Period.  The tax equity structure also requires that during the Tax Equity 20 

Period, the Project Company execute a hedge (“Luning Hedge”) and sell to Liberty the energy 21 

the Project generates.  Thus, under strict ratemaking protocols, Liberty would be obligated to 22 

obtain rate recovery for generation from the Project during the Tax Equity Period as a purchased 23 

energy cost and through its ECAC.  In the latter 30 years during which Liberty is the 100% 24 
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owner of the Project, the ratemaking would transition and Liberty would recover the ownership 1 

and operating costs through general rates.   2 

Liberty is, however, requesting that the Commission authorize Liberty as of Day One to 3 

treat the Project for ratemaking purposes as 100% utility-owned generation and thus be able to 4 

recover its costs of ownership by inclusion of its capital costs into rate base and through general 5 

rates.  The Commission has already granted this request twice for Liberty, in both the Luning and 6 

Turquoise Decisions.  Liberty makes this request because, during the Tax Equity Period from an 7 

operational perspective—the tax equity financing requirements for the Luning Hedge 8 

notwithstanding—Liberty will function as if it is, and shall have all the operating and safety 9 

responsibilities of, the 100% owner of the Solar Project.   10 

Furthermore, after the Tax Equity Period, Liberty will have the right to acquire the Tax 11 

Equity Partner’s residual ownership interests and Liberty will be able to convert its 100% 12 

ownership interests in the Project Company into a direct ownership of the Project.  Thus as stated 13 

above, following the Tax Equity Period,  Liberty would recover its costs for the Project through 14 

general rates and requests that it also be allowed to recover these costs as general rates even 15 

during the Tax Equity Period and thus allow consistent ratemaking for the Solar Project over its 16 

35-year life. 17 

In contrast to Liberty, the Tax Equity Partner—its structural “ownership” interest in the 18 

Project notwithstanding—will have no responsibility for, and serve no function in, operating or 19 

ensuring the safety of the Project during the Tax Equity Period or at any time.  Moreover, 100% 20 

of the Project’s energy will be available and dedicated to serve the electric requirements of 21 

Liberty customers.  Finally, Liberty has specifically designed the tax equity structure so that its 22 

customers timely receive the maximally efficient tax benefits from the Project.    23 
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The Commission has often recognized the need for and appropriateness of different 1 

treatment among tax, book, and ratemaking accounting.  Thus, the Commission should allow 2 

Liberty to treat its investment in the Project, and the costs to own and operate the Project 3 

Company, as utility-owned generation assets for ratemaking purposes.   4 

C. Proposed Ratemaking for Capital Costs 5 

In Chapter 5, Liberty Witness Melynk describes Liberty’s request that the Commission 6 

designate , as may be adjusted, as the Maximum Reasonable Cost for the Luning 7 

Expansion Project.  Once the Project is completed, Liberty will request authorization to place 8 

into rate base its actual capital investment in the Project, up to the Maximum Reasonable Cost 9 

the Commission designates in this proceeding.  Liberty will request that this rate base addition 10 

not go into effect until after the Project has started commercial operation. 11 

Consistent with the Turquoise Project, Liberty would begin to recover its acquisition 12 

costs for the Project in the month following commercial operation.  Liberty will prorate cost 13 

recovery based on the month in which the Project goes into service.  For example, if the Project 14 

were to go into commercial operation on April 1, Liberty customers will receive no benefit from 15 

the Project until April 1.  Liberty would calculate the revenue requirement for the Project at an 16 

amount equal to 9/12 of the full one year revenue requirement.  Such a convention would mean 17 

that Liberty’s customers will not be paying for the Project effectively until its actual April 1 18 

commercial operation date. 19 

If the cost of the Project ultimately exceeds the Maximum Reasonable Cost the 20 

Commission sets in this proceeding, Liberty will have the right to request that the Commission 21 

permit rate recovery reflecting the excess costs in the manner provided by Sections 399.14(c).  In 22 

requesting such authority, Liberty will have to demonstrate under Section 399.14(c) that: (i) the 23 

costs have in fact increased; (ii) the incremental cost is “reasonable and prudent;” and (iii) 24 
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“present or future public convenience or necessity require construction of the project at the 1 

increased cost.” 2 

D. Proposed Ratemaking for Operating Expenses 3 

During the Tax Equity Period, the Project Company will have the initial payment 4 

responsibility for the Project Operating Expenses. However, under the tax equity structure, while 5 

during the Tax Equity Period, the Project Company will incur and book the Project Operating 6 

Expenses, Liberty has the ultimate cost responsibility for these expenses.  Thus, although 7 

initially paid by the Project Company, the Project Operating Expenses represent a real cost for 8 

Liberty in allowing its customers to benefit from the Renewables Portfolio Standard (“RPS”) 9 

energy the Project will deliver.  Absent the tax equity structure, Liberty would obtain rate 10 

recovery for the Project Operating Expenses in general rates and by making requests in its 11 

triennial general rate case applications.  12 

Liberty requests that for ratemaking purposes the Commission disregard the tax equity 13 

structure and authorize Liberty to recover the Project Operating Expenses as if Liberty were the 14 

100% owner of the Project throughout the Tax Equity Period. 15 

Authorizing Liberty to recover the Project Operating Expenses as general rates 16 

throughout the Tax Equity Period would also allow Liberty to recover the Project Operating 17 

Expenses in a consistent manner throughout its operating life (i.e. once Liberty pays the Buy-Out 18 

Payment, Liberty will become the 100% owner of the Project and will accordingly recover the 19 

Project Operating Expenses as general rates in its general rate case proceedings).  The 20 

Commission authorized Liberty to employ these same forms of ratemaking to recover similar 21 

project operating expenses for the Luning and Turquoise Projects. 22 

Consistent with its proposal for capital costs, Liberty requests that the Commission 23 

authorize it to seek rate recovery for the Project Operating Expenses it will incur via a Tier 2 24 
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Advice Letter once the project has been completed.  Liberty will request rate recovery for the 1 

Project Operating Expenses in each succeeding year in the context of the applicable Liberty 2 

three-year General Rate Case. 3 

As described in Chapter 3 (Testimony of Maruncic), Liberty currently projects that the 4 

annual amount of Project Operating Expenses shall be approximately  during the 5 

first year of operation, escalating thereafter by approximately  per year.  As discussed above, 6 

the Project Operating Expenses consist of the O&M costs, A&G costs, and Property Taxes; these 7 

costs are illustrated in the table below.  Liberty requests that the Commission authorize it to seek 8 

recovery of these costs to be incurred in its Tier 2 Advice Letter filing. 9 

O&M Expense Cost in $’000’s in Year 1 

PV O&M 

Battery System O&M and 
Capacity Maintenance 

Asset Management 

Insurance

Land Lease 

Accounting and Tax 

Property Taxes 

Energy Scheduling 

Other

TOTAL 

10 
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E. Proposed Ratemaking for Tax Equity Partner-Related Expenses 1 

Liberty requests that the Commission authorize it to recover the Tax Equity Partner 2 

Expenses1 through its ECAC mechanism.  The Tax Equity Partner Distribution represents a real 3 

cost to Liberty of being able to obtain and deliver the RPS generation from the Project to its 4 

customers.  The Buy-Out Payment also represents a direct payment by Liberty.  Liberty proposes 5 

to record in its ECAC account the Tax Equity Partner Expenses in the month they are incurred.   6 

The Buy-Out Payment is cost-effective from the ratepayers’ perspective because it relieves 7 

Liberty (and ultimately its customers) of the financial responsibility for the Tax Equity Partner 8 

Distribution following the Tax Equity Period.  The Commission approved this same use of the 9 

ECAC mechanism for Liberty to recover its similar Tax Equity Partner Expenses to be paid to 10 

the tax equity partner participating in the Luning and Turquoise Projects.2 11 

The Tax Equity Partner Expenses do not represent a capital investment by Liberty.  Thus, 12 

the costs should not be considered as a cost of Liberty’s ownership of the Project.  Liberty 13 

accordingly need not earn a return on these expenses, and they should not be reflected in base 14 

rates.  The ECAC mechanism through which Liberty earns no income, but rather limits its 15 

recovery to its actual costs, is the most appropriate and equitable mechanism through which to 16 

authorize Liberty to recover the Tax Equity Partner Expenses. 17 

Liberty Witness Melnyk projects that the annual amount of aggregate Tax Equity Partner 18 

Distributions will be approximately  and that the Buy-Out Payment will be 19 

approximately .  20 

1 Tax Equity Partner Expenses includes both the Tax Equity Partner Distribution and the Buy-Out 
Payment. 

2 D.16-01-021 (Luning) and D.17-12-008 (Turquoise). 
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F. Proposed Ratemaking for Expenses to Deliver Project Generation to Liberty’s 1 
Service Territory 2 

Under the NV Energy Services Agreement, Liberty pays NV Energy a price per kilowatt 3 

($/kW) “Transmission Charge” for delivering the electricity from Nevada supply sources into 4 

Liberty’s California service territory.  The amount of the Transmission Charge is indifferent to 5 

whether NV Energy is delivering energy from its own supply portfolio or delivering RPS-energy 6 

generated to be generated by the Turquoise Project.  Liberty currently recovers the entirety of its 7 

monthly payments to NV Energy, including the Transmission Charge, through its ECAC 8 

mechanism.  Thus, NV Energy’s delivery of RPS-generation from the Turquoise Project does not 9 

require the introduction of a new ratemaking mechanism.  The amount of the Transmission 10 

Charge does not vary depending on the source of the generation. 11 

G. Forecast Revenue and Rate Impact 12 

 Liberty currently forecasts a net revenue impact of approximately  when the 13 

Luning Expansion Project is added into rates via the advice letter process.  The revenue 14 

requirement associated with the Luning Expansion Project is approximately  in 15 

2024, with a forecast offsetting decrease to Liberty’s Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (“ECAC”) 16 

costs of .  This revenue increase translates to a revenue increase of approximately 17 

4.2% compared to Liberty’s currently authorized total revenue requirement.  The actual revenue 18 

impact will depend on Liberty’s base revenue requirement at the time the Luning Expansion 19 

Project is added into rates. 20 
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I. PROJECT EVALUATION AND SELECTION 1 

A. Introduction 2 

My name is Lingling Liu and I am a Manager in Business Development at Liberty.  My 3 

qualifications are provided in Chapter 8 (Witness Qualifications). 4 

This testimony describes the methodology utilized to determine the offset to load as a 5 

result of the Luning Expansion Project.  6 

B. Calculation of offset to load as a result of the Luning Expansion Project  7 

The calculation utilizes the following steps to determine the output from the Luning 8 

Expansion Project: 9 

 Energy generated by the project is first dispatched to the grid subject to10 

interconnection and other constraints: Energy generated from the Luning Expansion11 

Project is matched on an hourly basis against Liberty load net of current Luning and12 

Turquoise generation.  The generation is dispatched to offset net load whenever there is13 

interconnection capacity available.14 

Table 1-1 15 

16 

Month HE
 Territory 

Demand 

 Turquoise 

Output ‐ kWhs  

 Luning Output ‐ 

kWhs 

 Luning 

Expansion 

 Total  Luning + 

Expansion  Dipatch 

with 

interconnection 

constraint 

 Interconnection 

Capacity 

Remaining 

 Load covered by 

solar post Luning, 

Luning Expansion 

and Turquoise 

1 1 93,321        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 2 89,755        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 3 87,316        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 4 84,920        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 5 83,941        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 6 84,015        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 7 86,030        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 8 93,951        421       5,001         2,779     7,780        42,220         8,201        

1 9 102,068     4,676    31,851       29,837           50,000     ‐         54,676     

1 10 107,384     7,490    34,594       36,086           50,000     ‐         57,490     

1 11 106,724     6,984    31,357       32,353           50,000     ‐         56,984     

1 12 104,666     5,877    27,687       30,160           50,000     ‐         55,877     

1 13 102,117     5,912    27,573       30,260           50,000     ‐         55,912     

1 14 100,545     6,169    30,383       32,478           50,000     ‐         56,169     

1 15 98,989        7,065    31,848       34,524           50,000     ‐         57,065     

1 16 100,249     4,492    24,326       29,420           50,000     ‐         54,492     

1 17 104,383     603       1,549         1,759     3,308        46,692         3,911        

1 18 113,664     ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 19 115,943     ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 20 114,221     ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 21 111,901     ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 22 106,837     ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 23 100,523     ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     

1 24 93,362        ‐        ‐      ‐          ‐     50,000         ‐     
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 Energy is stored within the 240 MWH battery: Energy that cannot be dispatched to1 

meet load from above is stored in the battery for dispatch at a later hour.  To promote2 

accuracy we have assumed that round trip efficiency charges will be incurred based on3 

the RFP data (the loss upon charging is outlined as loss in charge below).4 

Table 1-2 5 

6 

 Energy is dispatched from the 240 MWH battery: Energy stored will then be7 

dispatched to meet Liberty’s evening-to-nighttime load.  Similar to charging the battery,8 

loss on discharge is assumed below based on RFP results.9 

Table 1-3 10 

11 

Month HE
 Extra generation 

for battery charge 

 Net Territory 

Demand ‐ kWhs 

Maximum 

Storage

Less: Storage 

Already Used

Remaining 

Amount for 

Charge Opening Balance

Add: Charge 

From Solar

Less Loss in 

charge

1 1 ‐     93,321      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 2 ‐     89,755      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 3 ‐     87,316      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 4 ‐     84,920      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 5 ‐     83,941      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 6 ‐     84,015      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 7 ‐     86,030      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 8 ‐     85,750      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 9 (11,688)     47,392      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 11,687.84 888.28

1 10 (20,681)     49,894      240,000      10,799.56 229,200.44 10,799.56 20,680.60 1,571.73

1 11 (13,710)     49,741      240,000      29,908.44 210,091.56 29,908.44 13,710.31 1,041.98

1 12 (7,847)    48,789      240,000      42,576.77 197,423.23 42,576.77 7,847.15 596.38

1 13 (7,834)    46,204      240,000      49,827.54 190,172.46 49,827.54 7,833.83 595.37

1 14 (12,861)     44,376      240,000      57,065.99 182,934.01 57,065.99 12,860.73 977.42

1 15 (16,372)     41,924      240,000      68,949.31 171,050.69 68,949.31 16,372.35 1,244.30

1 16 (3,746)    45,757      240,000      84,077.36 155,922.64 84,077.36 3,746.01 284.70

1 17 ‐     100,471    240,000      87,538.67 152,461.33 87,538.67 0.00 0.00

1 18 ‐     113,664    240,000      40,847.03 199,152.97 40,847.03 0.00 0.00

1 19 ‐     115,943    240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 20 ‐     114,221    240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 21 ‐     111,901    240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 22 ‐     106,837    240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 23 ‐     100,523    240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 24 ‐     93,362      240,000      0.00 240,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Month HE Less: Discharge

Loss on 

Discharge Closing Balance

1 1 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 2 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 3 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 4 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 5 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 6 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 7 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 8 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 9 0.00 0.00 10,799.56

1 10 0.00 0.00 29,908.44

1 11 0.00 0.00 42,576.77

1 12 0.00 0.00 49,827.54

1 13 0.00 0.00 57,065.99

1 14 0.00 0.00 68,949.31

1 15 0.00 0.00 84,077.36

1 16 0.00 0.00 87,538.67

1 17 46,691.64 3,735.33 40,847.03

1 18 40,847.03 3,267.76 0.00

1 19 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 20 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 21 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 22 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 23 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 24 0.00 0.00 0.00
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 No Surplus Sale constraint: The 2021 NV Energy ESA requires Liberty to balance its1 

renewable generation with its actual load and prevents Liberty from selling surplus output2 

during hours when its generation facilities’ output exceeds Liberty’s customers’ hourly3 

load.  This constraint means that during certain hours, generation output from the Luning4 

Expansion Project will need to be reduced below its theoretical maximum because it is5 

not physically required to serve customer load.  The net result is an output from Luning6 

Expansion Project of 124,492 MWh per year in 2024 and ~ 22% of the theoretical7 

maximum is constrained.8 

Table 1-4 9 

10 

C. Calculation of offset to load as a result of the Luning Expansion Project over time  11 

As Liberty’s load grows and the existing Luning Solar Energy Facility’s solar production 12 

slowly degrades over its lifetime, the level of curtailments by the Luning Expansion Project are 13 

expected to decrease as well, which will permit the usable share of the project’s theoretical 14 

maximum generation output to increase over time.  The calculation is as follows: 15 

 Determine degradation of the existing Luning Project – The Luning Project is16 

expected to degrade at a rate of 0.50% per year from 2024 levels (average ~60017 

MWh/year).  This loss can be filled by additional generation from the Luning Expansion18 

Project to the extent that it is currently not producing its theoretical maximum generation.19 

 Determine the effect of the Luning Expansion Project degradation over time – The20 

Luning Expansion Project is also expected to degrade at a rate of 0.50% per year from21 

2024 levels, this degradation should be considered in determining how much the Luning22 

Expansion Project can offset the loss from above.23 
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This is achieved via 3 steps: 1) calculate the new maximum output from the Luning 1 

Expansion Project on an annual basis post degradation, 2) calculate the new output from the 2 

Luning Expansion Project after taking into effect the room created by degradation from the 3 

project, and 3) take the lower of the 2 numbers to ensure that the project is not producing above 4 

the post degradation capacity.  5 

The above calculations serve as a conservative proxy for the additional output from the 6 

Luning Expansion Project as the existing generation degrades over the life of the project. 7 

8 
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Qualifications of Lindsay Maruncic 1 

Name, Affiliation, Job Title and Business Address:  2 
Lindsay Maruncic.  I am employed by Liberty Utilities.  My job title is Senior Manager – 3 
Renewable Energy.  My business address is 701 National Ave, Tahoe Vista, CA 96148. 4 

Summary of Experience and Education: 5 

EMPLOYMENT 6 

2019- Present Senior Manager – Renewable Energy, Tahoe California 7 

 Manage development and strategy initiatives to achieve goals of 100% renewable, 8 
zero carbon utility 9 

 Responsible for the management and operations of 60 MW of solar assets and in-10 
service area microgrid including managing tax equity relationships and performance 11 

 Manage strategy and negotiations of Energy Services Agreement for a 50,000 12 
customer utility ensuring lowest rates for customers 13 

 Develop and implement Resiliency Program for Resiliency Corridors, Medical 14 
Baseline customers and Essential Services 15 

 Local representative on Utility 2.0 Grid Modernization plan, including advanced 16 
metering, microgrids and storage for advanced demand management  17 

2018 – 2020 Project Manager – Liberty Power, Oakville Ontario 18 

 Successful development of a 10MW Solar Farm in Reno, NV, accountable for the 19 
deployment of resources against approved budget while ensuring commercial success 20 
through management of the Purchase and Sale Agreement, and ensuring the 21 
Developer provides a project within scope and on budget, including managing 22 
potential disputes with the use of internal and external legal resources. 23 

 Secured Tax Equity financing for project to benefit from ITCs and reduce utility 24 
capital contribution to project, work through the due diligence process and 25 
communication of complicated Project structure. 26 

 Manage relationships with project partners, including off-taker, transmission utility, 27 
the California Public Utility Commission and multiple internal stakeholders within 28 
the organization. 29 

 Timely preparation of reports and correspondence related to project development to 30 
provide clear and concise communication on project updates, including Risk 31 
Management, Cost Reports, and monthly Director Reports presented to the CDO and 32 
President of the utility. 33 
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2018 – 2020 Asset Manager, Liberty Power, Oakville Ontario 1 

 Selected by executives to act as Risk Advisor for Liberty Power in 2017, role 2 
includes supporting the identification, assessment, mitigation and communication of 3 
risks throughout the organization.  4 

 Manage Liberty Power Solar Canada and Hydro portfolio (total of 17 assets), 5 
focusing on maximizing profits and ROI, an implementing programs and strategies 6 
impacting the business. Ensure that the facilities are operated and maintained in a 7 
manner that minimizes lifecycle cost, ensuring that there is an appropriate long term 8 
capital plan, long term model and business plan.  9 

 Good understanding of the utility business through the management of the Liberty 10 
Utilities CalPeco asset, Luning 50MW Solar Facility, assist with C100 planning 11 
efforts including securing adequate transmission, and supporting the modelling for 12 
resource planning for Calpeco to achieve 100% renewables. 13 

 Manage negotiations and modelling support for revenue offtake and renewable 14 
energy credits, including commercial negotiations for major utilities including Hydro 15 
Quebec and Manitoba Hydro. 16 

 Deep understanding of complex, high value commercial issues specific to the 17 
renewable energy business, successfully optimize long term value of assets and 18 
contractual relationships. 19 

 Manage Tax Equity relationships and monthly reporting with WellsFargo, USBank 20 
and Bank of America. 21 

2015 – 2018 Asset Management Specialist, Liberty Power, Oakville, Canada 22 

 Facilitated timely contract problem resolution to minimize impact of business 23 
disruptions, worked with a supported Counsel in reviewing and developing legal 24 
documentation. 25 

 Responsible for forming, leading and managing cross department teams and groups to 26 
ensure overall objectives are achieved, including the identification and management 27 
of opportunities and threats (internal and external) to the business including market 28 
changes and legal impacts. 29 

 Managed Algonquin Energy Services Renewable Energy Credit portfolio across 5 30 
American assets. Responsibilities include; ensuring hedging strategy, managing 31 
contracts and creditworthiness of counterparties, tracking invoicing and settlement. 32 
Developed procedures on REC transacting for the major assets. 33 

 Guided various complex high dollar value commercial issues to resolution across the 34 
generation fleet, consulting all required departments and analysing necessary 35 
contracts to provide the Asset Management team and Legal with the information 36 
required for a deep understanding of the issue. 37 
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 Developed business improvement initiatives including process maps to create a 1 
standardized and consistent method of business processes across the organization, 2 
requiring stakeholder consultation, current process deficiencies, and procedure and 3 
policy development. 4 

2012 – 2014 Project Coordinator, ConocoPhillips, Darwin and Perth, Australia,  5 
Timor Leste 6 

 Managed projects between Timor Leste and Australia offices, developing an efficient 7 
engineering and design service, ensuring ConocoPhillips fulfilled its international 8 
contractual duties to Timor Leste. Developed a local training and mentoring program, 9 
integrating cultural needs and developing specific skills for employment in the 10 
petroleum industry. 11 

 Developed business process models, identified areas of weakness and derived process 12 
improvement initiatives. Making an impact on project delivery and efficient use of 13 
resources. 14 

 Effectively managed resource allocation across 20 projects and 60+ staff, monitored 15 
project progress by tracking deliverables and producing weekly progress reports for 16 
management. Significantly improved accuracy of budget forecasts and project 17 
completion dates. 18 

2008 – 2010 Contract Specialist, Tribute Resources Inc., London, Canada 19 

 Contract management with emphasis on negotiations and RFQ preparations over 20 
various energy projects including natural gas storage, wind farm development and oil 21 
field production. Increased project scope from 50 to 150MW for a wind project by 22 
leasing suitable land and creating a more financially viable project. 23 

 Led and executed plan to apply to the Ontario Energy Board (“OEB”) for designation 24 
of $100MM natural gas storage pools. Drafted, edited, finalized and filed application 25 
to the OEB, securing regulatory approvals. 26 

 Oversaw and coordinated communication with stakeholders, observers and 27 
interveners over the duration of projects. Managed consultants during environmental 28 
assessments and initiated negotiations with the Chippewas of Nawash for a potential 29 
equity share in a wind farm.  30 

EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATES 31 

2013 L.L.M. Natural Resources Law and Policy, University of Dundee, Scotland 32 

Dissertation: Regulating Hydraulic Fracturing: A Comparison of Emerging Regulation 33 

Certificate in Monitoring and Regulation of the Upstream Petroleum Sector 34 

Certificate in International Commercial Arbitration 35 
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2011 M.B.A. International Oil and Gas Management, University of Dundee, Scotland 1 

2007 B.Sc. (Hons) Biological Sciences, University of Guelph, Canada 2 
Focus in Human Genetics and Mathematics, nominated for Volunteer of the Year Award. 3 

2017  Financial Modeling for Renewable Energy Projects 4 
Corality Training Academy 5 

2009 Project Management Certificate, University of Western Ontario, Canada 6 
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Qualifications of Aldyn W. Hoekstra 1 

Name, Affiliation, Job Title and Business Address:  2 
Aldyn W. Hoekstra.  I have been retained by Liberty to provide independent expert analysis of 3 
the selection of the Luning Expansion Project.  I am the Founding Partner of Hanover Strategy 4 
Advisors LLC.  My business address is 545 Savoy Street, San Diego, CA 92106. 5 

Summary of Experience and Education: 6 

ALDYN W. HOEKSTRA 7 
545 Savoy Street 8 

San Diego, CA 92106 9 
AHoekstra@hanoverstrategyadvisors.com 10 

(619) 847-6791 11 

Business Strategy     •     Financial Planning     •     Commodities 12 

Senior executive and expert advisor with over 30 years of experience focused on strategy 13 
formulation, financial planning, business development and commercial execution in North 14 
American electric power and fuels markets.  Demonstrated ability to identify business trends and 15 
market opportunities, formulate strategic options and implementation plans, and manage 16 
operations and initiatives for growth and profitability.  Commodity business leader with proven 17 
P&L success in utility, wholesale and retail energy markets.  Deep experience in financial 18 
planning, forecasting, regulatory affairs, valuation of physical and financial assets and portfolios, 19 
and portfolio risk management and hedging.  Known for innovation, openness, agility, customer 20 
focus and driving results. 21 

 Strategy Development  Financial Objectives  Risk Management 

 Competitive Assessment  Market Forecasting  Marketing and Trading 

 Innovation Leadership  Asset Valuation  Deal Structuring & Pricing 

 Product Development  Project Finance  Portfolio Valuation 

 Regulatory Policy  Enterprise Valuation  Processes and Systems 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 22 

HANOVER STRATEGY ADVISORS • San Diego, CA October 2014 – Present 23 
Founding Partner 24 
Hanover Strategy Advisors is a trusted advisor to utilities, generators, marketers, large users and 25 
financial institutions on energy strategy, financial, market and regulatory issues.  We serve clients 26 
in the areas of Business Strategy, Commercial Advisory, Commodity Risk Management and 27 
Market Assessment.  Our clients are energy infrastructure investors and lenders, utilities and 28 
generators, marketing and trading organizations, commercial and industrial energy consumers, and 29 
public power, water and community choice aggregation agencies throughout the US.  Specific 30 
client engagements have included serving as a strategy and commercial advisor in the areas of 31 
power sales contract negotiations and portfolio risk management, Integrated Resource Planning  32 
and project assessment, ISO/RTO scheduling coordination and fuel procurement, expert witness 33 
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in regulatory proceedings, strategic positioning and product structuring, asset valuation, hedging 1 
and forecasting.  Example clients include: Liberty Utilities CalPeco Electric, Western Generation 2 
Partners, Skyline Renewables, Silicon Valley Clean Energy, California Community Choice 3 
Association, Diamond Generating Corporation, Oregon Clean Energy, Buckeye Power, San Diego 4 
County Water Authority, Sonoma Clean Power, Ellison, Schneider & Harris and AES North 5 
America Development. 6 

THE AES CORPORATION/DPL INC. • Dayton, 2010 – 2014 7 
Vice President, Merchant Portfolio Strategy (July 2012 to May 2014) 8 
Leader of wholesale merchant business activity with responsibility for the Company’s generation 9 
asset, power marketing and trading strategies and the successful capture of approximately $135 10 
million in commodity margins. 11 

 Led the creation and implementation of an enhanced Portfolio Management function 12 
responsible for asset optimization, hedging and trading activities for all Company merchant 13 
generation assets and load-serving portfolios.  Established and managed an expanded 14 
commercial front office organization responsible for the portfolio management, structuring, 15 
pricing and analytics functions for all market-facing AES assets throughout the US. 16 

 Conceptualized and executed commodity portfolio risk management strategies to achieve 17 
targeted earnings and cash flow performance by defining risk tolerances, processes, controls 18 
and risk-adjusted performance metrics to manage and enhance portfolio performance. 19 

Director, DP&L Origination and Structuring (May 2010 to July 2012) 20 
Managed the wholesale origination, deal structuring and pricing functions for The Dayton Power 21 
and Light Company’s 3,500 MW generation asset and load-serving portfolio, and the successful 22 
capture of approximately $185 million in commodity margins. 23 

 Managed strategy development, marketing, product development, financial assessment and 24 
negotiation of wholesale, retail and renewable commodity transactions. 25 

 Oversaw all pricing, portfolio analytics and market assessment for wholesale, retail and 26 
intercompany commodity transactions and hedging activities. 27 

PACE GLOBAL ENERGY SERVICES • San Diego,  2005 – 2009 28 
Vice President, Utility and Risk Strategies 29 
Provided consulting services encompassing market assessment, investment advisory, risk 30 
management and resource planning to utilities, energy merchants, banks and end-users. 31 

 Managed IRP engagements for California municipal utilities that balanced multiple competing 32 
objectives (cost, reliability, risk and greenhouse gas reductions). Led a stakeholder 33 
participation process creating community support for the recommended strategy. 34 

 Managed a multi-year engagement with a state water agency to implement a comprehensive 35 
electric power and natural gas risk management and dynamic hedging program. 36 

SEMPRA ENERGY • San Diego, CA 2000 – 2004 37 
Vice President, Strategy & Risk Management (2004) 38 
Vice President, Strategy & Development (2002-2003) 39 
Director, Strategic Planning (2000-2001) 40 
Managed strategy, risk management, development, finance and regulatory functions for a national 41 
retail energy marketing business.  Drove business success through leadership of insightful strategic 42 
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planning, tight risk and process controls, and diligent oversight of sales and operations activities 1 
to ensure consistency with business strategy, risk tolerance and financial targets. 2 

 Implemented risk-adjusted performance metrics to drive customer targeting, product 3 
development and pricing decisions, generating industry-best profit margins and risk profiles.   4 

 Managed development of long-term, unit-contingent wholesale and retail power sales 5 
agreements, producing $40 million in margin from a generation asset acquisition in Texas. 6 

 Led customer targeting, deal structuring and negotiations for the closing of retail power sales 7 
contracts worth $120 million in gross margin with former Enron customers post-bankruptcy. 8 

 Developed and implemented a retail power sales campaign to capture a fleeting opportunity 9 
during the 2001 California power crisis, generating in $60 million in gross margin. 10 

 Managed the integration of 4 business units with 500 employees into a leading US integrated 11 
energy services provider. Created comprehensive sales, structuring, portfolio management, 12 
operations and back-office capabilities, processes and technologies. 13 

ICF CONSULTING • San Rafael, CA 1999 – 2000 14 
Vice President/Principal 15 
Founding member of a new practice created to provide strategy consulting to private sector energy 16 
clients.  Developed and managed a $5 million engagement for a power and gas industry leader, 17 
which implemented our recommendations to pursue a transforming business unit reorganization 18 
based on a revolutionary integrated strategy and business model for energy marketing.  Was hired 19 
by client Sempra Energy upon successful completion of the engagement. 20 

CAMBRIDGE ENERGY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES • Oakland,  1994 – 1998 21 
Associate Director 22 
Directed research and consulting for CERA’s California Energy retainer advisory service in its 23 
West Coast office, providing strategic analysis of Western electric power and natural gas market 24 
fundamentals, regulatory initiatives, economic drivers and governmental policy.  Served as trusted 25 
advisor to a global client base on implications of California energy market developments. 26 

BARAKAT & CHAMBERLIN • Oakland,  1991 – 1994 27 
Senior Associate 28 
Provided economic, financial and regulatory analysis in support of market planning, project 29 
financing, business litigation and asset valuation projects.  Completed dozens of generation asset 30 
valuations and power/fuel contract assessments for M&A and project financing due diligence 31 
efforts, as well as property tax, eminent domain, bankruptcy and regulatory proceedings. 32 

MRW & ASSOCIATES • Oakland,  1988 – 1991 33 
Associate 34 
Provided economic and financial analysis of electric power and natural gas markets, capital 35 
projects and regulatory matters.  Specialized in market assessments, resource planning, avoided 36 
cost pricing, competitive bidding, project financings, mergers & acquisitions and litigation 37 
support.38 
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EDUCATION 1 

STANFORD UNIVERSITY • Stanford, CA 2 
Master of Science, Engineering-Economic Systems 3 

PURDUE UNIVERSITY • West Lafayette, IN 4 
Bachelor of Science, Industrial Engineering  5 
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Qualifications of Kevin B. Melnyk 1 

Name, Affiliation, Job Title and Business Address:   2 
Kevin B. Melnyk.  I am employed by Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp.  My job title is Senior 3 
Vice President, Regulated Infrastructure Development.  My business address is 354 Davis Road, 4 
Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6J2X1.  5 

Summary of Experience and Education: 6 

Experience 7 

Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp., Oakville, Ontario 2019 to current 8 
Senior Vice President, Regulated Infrastructure Development 9 

 Owns and operates a diversified portfolio of clean renewable electric generation assets in 10 
North America and operates 30 utilities in the United States. 11 

 Promoted to Senior Vice President, Regulated Infrastructure Development, a new role 12 
within Algonquin to lead and manage all non-capital replacement growth within the 13 
regulated utility business, including: 14 

o Utility acquisitions – electric, water and gas (platform and tuck under) 15 
o Gas Assets – generation, transmission and storage; 16 
o Customer First Initiative – Renewables replacing existing carbon generation while 17 

at the same time reducing the costs to customers; and 18 
o Utility 2.0 – Plan to spend $400 million to upgrade and improve existing US 19 

Utilities, including: 20 
 Microgrids 21 
 Storage 22 
 Electrical Vehicle Charging Stations 23 

Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp., Oakville, Ontario 2016 to 2018 24 
Senior Director, Business Commercialization 25 

 Promoted to Senior Director with the added responsibility of directing and managing the 26 
energy generation mergers & acquisition team.  In addition, responsible for sourcing and 27 
assessing wind and solar energy assets and portfolios and energy generation companies. 28 

 Member of the acquisition team of an interest in a Spanish based entity with Revenue of 29 
$780 million, which manages and acquires a diversified portfolio of contracted assets in 30 
the power and environmental sectors.  In combination with this acquisition formed an 31 
international development company to focus on energy development outside of Canada 32 
and the US. 33 

Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp., Oakville, Ontario 2014 to 2016 34 
Director, Project Financing 35 

 Hired in a newly created, Director, Tax Equity Financing  role responsible for creating and 36 
leading the Tax Equity Financing group.  The group’s main function is to secure the tax 37 
equity financing required for the Company’s various renewable energy projects. 38 
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 After six months, promoted to Director, Project Financing with the added responsibility of 1 
sourcing and structuring constructing financing and long-term debt required to build and 2 
acquire renewable energy projects and utilities. 3 

Livingston International, Toronto, Ontario 2012 to 2014 4 
Senior Director, Mergers and Acquisitions 5 

 Leading provider of customs brokerage, integrated trade consulting and international 6 
freight forwarding services across North America and around the globe. 7 

 Responsible for leading Livingston’s growth through acquisition strategy within assigned 8 
geographic territory (comprised of the Western and Southern United States and Mexico).  9 
Specific responsibilities included. 10 

o Seek and identifying qualified targets and creating acquisition proposals 11 
o Lead the deal execution team, including due diligence and legal through to the 12 

successful closing of transactions.  Deal team member of the integration team. 13 
o Responsible for the preparation and presentation of reports to Livingston’s 14 

Executive Management team and Board of Directors. 15 
o Also, developed marketing strategy for Investment Banks and prospective targets, 16 

researched the Mexican market, developed specific due diligence procedures for 17 
Mexico and streamlined Livingston’s due diligence process. 18 

PRIVEQ Capital Funds, Toronto, Ontario 1999 to 2011 19 
Partner 20 

 Private Equity Fund focused on buy-out and expansion capital equity investments.  In 21 
February 1999 was hired as an Investment Manager.  Promoted to Partner in 2001, with 22 
the primary responsibility of investing PRIVEQ’s capital.  Specific responsibilities 23 
included:  24 

o Led, managed and developed the investment team from the identification of 25 
opportunities through to closing. 26 

o Developed protocol and guidelines for PRIVEQ’s rigorous due diligence process. 27 
o Mentored entrepreneurs and developed and implemented divestiture strategies. 28 
o Prepared and presented quarterly and annual reports to the Fund’s Investment 29 

Committee and Limited Partners. 30 
o Participated in PRIVEQ’s fund raising initiatives including presentations to 31 

prospective Limited Partners. 32 

 Lead the team which made PRIVEQ’s most successful investment - Hallcon Corporation.  33 
The investment in Hallcon generated a net return of $30 million with an internal rate of 34 
return of approximately 33%. 35 

Crosbie & Company, Toronto, Ontario 1997 to 1999 36 
Vice President 37 

 Canadian independent investment bank.  In February 1997 was hired as Principal.  38 
Promoted to Vice President in November 1997.   39 
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 Primary responsibilities were to source, structure, complete due diligence, negotiate legal 1 
documents for subordinated debt and equity investments.  Also responsible for certain 2 
corporate finance engagements. 3 

National Bank of Canada, Toronto, Ontario 1995 to 1997 4 
Manager, Special Loans 5 

 Major Canadian Chartered Bank. 6 

 Responsible for the management of a portfolio of problem loans as well as consulting to 7 
the Special Loan’s Senior Account Managers in North America. 8 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Toronto, Ontario 1989 to 1995 9 
Manager of the Business Investigations Group 10 

 International firm of Chartered Accountants. 11 

 Primary focus was on receiverships, bankruptcies and operational restructurings in a 12 
variety of industries, with a secondary focus on corporate finance assignments and M&A 13 
transactions. 14 

 Started with PwC in the financial institutions audit team 15 

Education 16 

2002 CFA Institute, Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) 17 
1995 Canadian Securities Course 18 
1995 Canadian Insolvency Practitioner, completed third year 19 
1992 Chartered Professional Accountant – Ontario Institute of Chartered Accountants 20 

(CPA, CA) 21 
1988 Bachelor of Commerce (Honours), Accounting, University of Manitoba.  In 1988, only 22 

student enrolled in Accelerated Commerce to graduate on the Dean’s Honour Roll. 23 
1986 Bachelor of Arts, Economics and Administrative Studies, University of Winnipeg.  24 
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Qualifications of Daniel Marsh 1 

Name, Affiliation, Job Title and Business Address:   2 

Daniel Marsh.  I am employed by Liberty Utilities.  My job title is Manager of Rates and 3 

Regulatory Affairs.  My business address is 9570 Washburn Road, Downey, CA  90241 4 

Summary of Education and Experience: 5 

Q. Briefly describe your present responsibilities at Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC. 6 

A. I am the Manager of Rates and Regulatory Affairs for Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) 7 

LLC. 8 

Q. Briefly describe your educational and professional background. 9 

A. I have been the Manager of Rates and Regulatory Affairs for Liberty Utilities (CalPeco 10 

Electric) LLC since 2016. Prior to that, I was a Senior Project Manager for Southern 11 

California Edison for nearly twenty years, and worked on various regulatory proceedings, 12 

including general rate cases, CEMA applications, and various rulemakings. I received an 13 

MBA in Business Finance from California State University, Long Beach. 14 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 15 

A. The purpose of my testimony in this proceeding is to sponsor Chapter 6: Ratemaking. 16 

Q. Was this material prepared by you or under your supervision? 17 

A. Yes, it was. 18 

Q. Insofar as this material is factual in nature, do you believe it to be correct? 19 

A. Yes, I do. 20 

Q. Insofar as this material is in the nature of opinion or judgement, does it represent your 21 

best judgement? 22 

A. Yes, it does.   23 

Q. Does this conclude your qualifications and prepared testimony? 24 

A. Yes, it does.25 
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Qualifications of Lingling Liu 1 

Name, Affiliation, Job Title and Business Address:  2 
Lingling Liu.  I am employed by Algonquin Power and Utilities Corp.  My job title is Manager – 3 
Business Development.  My business address is 354 Davis Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada 4 
L6J2X1. 5 
 6 
Summary of Education and Experience: 7 

EDUCATION 8 

Richard Ivey School of Business, Western University London, ON 9 
Bachelor of Arts, Honors Business Administration with Distinction Completed 2012 10 
Chartered Professional Accountants of  Ontario Toronto, ON 11 
Chartered Professional Accountant Completed 2015 12 
CFA Institute Toronto, ON 13 
Chartered Financial Analyst  Level 3 Candidate 14 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 15 

Algonquin Power and Utilities Toronto, ON 16 
Manager – Business Development 2019 - Current 17 

 Coordinated and conducted due-diligence within cross functional teams for Lat-am and 18 
North American utility acquisitions. Led the financial model work stream which included 19 
structuring deals and agreements to achieve the desired accounting outcome, validating 20 
assumptions, and assuring model integrity.  21 

 Identified and analyzed potential acquisition targets from a financial and strategic fit 22 
perspective. Created material to outline rational for acquisition from both a quantitative and 23 
qualitative perspective. 24 

 Worked with project finance to help close tax equity and obtain regulatory approval on 600 25 
MW of wind. This involves summarizing financial results, budget to actuals and explaining 26 
variances in a clear and concise manner. 27 

Deloitte LLP Toronto, ON 28 
Manager - Accounting and Transactions Advisory 2017 - 2019 29 

 Advised clients on accounting and financial reporting complexities associated with 30 
acquisition and public offering transactions; reviewed purchase agreement and valuation 31 
reports to determine purchase price adjustments and create consolidated financial statements 32 
post acquisition.  33 

 Assisted the internal due diligence team with complex accounting questions, including 34 
identifying the accounting impact from the proposed transaction such as transitioning from 35 
Accounting Standards for Private Enterprise to International Financial Reporting Standards 36 
(“IFRS”) or U.S. GAAP to IFRS. 37 
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 Assessed the impact of new standards on company processes and systems and financial 1 
results; deliverables included impact assessment report, implementation work plan, white 2 
papers, and models to quantify impacts to the client’s bottom line. 3 

 Led several internal education sessions to members of the accounting, consulting and 4 
actuarial practice on technical accounting topics; sessions ranged from ten to twenty people 5 
in attendance. 6 

 Created presentation material and led IFRS update sessions with members of management, 7 
received positive feedback from partner for ability to articulate complex concept in a clear 8 
and concise manner. 9 

 Assisted with creating proposal for large financial services and insurance clients; resulted in 10 
winning several engagements including one with over 200k in revenue. 11 

Rogers Communications Toronto, ON 12 
Senior Financial Analyst - Controllers Group 2016 - 2017 13 

 Developed excel macros to optimize monthly reporting processes for corporate and 14 
subsidiary teams, which resulted in faster turn-around of monthly reports. 15 

 Prepared annual budgets and quarterly forecasts; performed monthly variance analyses on 16 
plans and forecasts. 17 

 Assisted in the preparation of annual and quarterly financial statements including cash flow 18 
statements, MD&A and EPS calculations; completed all tasks on-schedule and within tight 19 
timelines. 20 

Ernst & Young Toronto, ON 21 
Senior Accountant - Audit Public 2012 - 2016 22 

 Supervised and led teams of two to five audit staff and regularly recognized by both staff 23 
and managers for coaching efforts and ability to foster a positive working environment. 24 

 Developed course material and facilitated excel training courses for members of the audit 25 
practice, which resulted in positive feedback from student evaluations on the material 26 
covered. 27 

 Selected Experience 28 
o Senior - Annual Assurance Engagement - Canadian Big 5 Bank 29 

 Assessed future revenue forecast for 10 different revenue streams using predictive 30 
analytics, resulting in reductions in sample size required and savings in testing 31 
hours. 32 

 Determined audit strategy over the regulatory capital disclosures including market 33 
risk (VaR Model) and operational risk (AMA model). 34 

 Provided technical insights on regulatory requirements; performed analysis to 35 
explain to senior executives on the sources and uses of the entity’s regulatory 36 
capital. 37 
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o Senior - Annual Assurance Engagement - Public Mortgage Lender 1 
 Modeled payment patterns of the mortgage portfolio to identify high-risk borrowers 2 

and design appropriate testing procedures; received positive feedback from senior 3 
executives and regulators on the work performed. 4 

 Developed financial models to explain and validate interest revenues and expenses; 5 
successfully liaised with various departments to identify and obtain necessary data.  6 
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